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'Linear ·predictive~cqd_irig1(LPC), and transformations of it, is currently the most 
'popufat way,,offanalysing:,sp-eech signals;- 'Major lfimifations of: using a frame-based 
technique ·are that!eatfr:frame· is analysed fa, isolation of the rest :while assuming. the 
·excitation -s0urce'\to:be :a·'white~ .gaussian process. fn;order·to reduce computation· 
time; an~:'alL}n;>le;;modeUs:;usually:·employed'. -; · --., · < -': . ·_· ,r - · < 
.. ··.; .;:-
'.·· 
In this project an· adaptive algorithm is proposed for speech signal analysis. The 
;algorithm oistbased- on'. !herecui:sive least mean squares method with a variable. 
forgetting factor.·:. A,pole-zero.,moael is µsedto: estimate the anti-formants :present 
:imcertain sounds (he: ·nasals -and2•nasalized:voweis). : This method Qffers better -
detection of;poJes"and zeros in··stationary1env.ironments and 'faster'ttackingtof pole 
.anqtzero freqµericies:in nonsfatfo>nary signals· than other '.sequential~;Iriethods~. An.- .; 
effeetive input ,estimation algorithm elitriinates:the :influence of;pitch on :the·. 
pararile~er estimates by.assuming the input to· be ··a white noise~:process: or -·fi·•pulse:: 
sequence. 
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·o . - ';-- ·:.,p·--.-·:so·m·,·-m·· ,1·n .. ·.·g-· 
._ '. '. ' -., • • • "· '< ., ' ,_ ., 
Linieete vo6i-spelli~g~~koderirig; en 1tfartsformasies dahlvart, is huidiglik:Cffei • ·-, · 
· '.' ·' ~. . J . - ·,,. .... : ., .. ·. /~' ·, .. · ... \ "· ' . . I •. '. . · :, • < .. ·. t 
gewildsfo metode t: o. v. die'analise van 'spraakseirie: Blok-gebaseerde 1algoritmes 
het emstige tekortkominge. Elke raam word byvoorbeeld in isolasie van die res 
ge~a.Iisee,r ~~~l'dili;kn~erieeht\vord dat'di'e infree na dfe sprcilikkan~ar'nwii, 
.... '. ~ -. . ,. -
'Ill 
gaussiese ruisproses is. Om berekeningstyd te beperk word 'n model met sleg~, pole 
gebi:uik. 
In hierdie projek word 'n aanpasbare algoritme (gebaseer op die rekursiewe kleinste 
····.:~ .. ··.· .· ,' - ·'. - ' .. - -.. • . - •. ,- -: .. ; ": •:t--·· - - ... ·. ~ ..,. (. '_': .. , • '. . . •' - . '. . '.'_ --~ "'."'·,_~ ~-- • --~ ' ·Rwadr~ttmet0de )'mef'll vari~rende vetgeetfaKtor voorgestel. 'n Pool.:.zero 'model 
bled. akkurater opsporing van pole en zeros in stasionere omgewings. Dit hied ook l 
vinniger volging van pool en zero frekwensies in nie-stasionere seine as ander 
aanpasbare algoritmes. 'n Effektiewe intree-beramings algoritme skakel die invloed 
van die fundamentele frekwensie op die beraamde parameters uit. Dit word 
reggekry deur te aanvaar dat die intree 'n wit ruis-proses of 'n pols reeks kan wees. 
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Chapter 1 
lntrod:uction 
Some decades· ago computer scientists and engineers began the task of writing 
computer programs that would convert speech sounds into written language, i.e., 
computer programs that would iake dictatiori. This task has considerable practical 
importance since it will enable computers to "hear" for deaf individuals. Other 
applications include: automated bank transactions (like using a telephone to : ,.~ 
co·mmunicate with an aU:tomate)and auto-dialling facilities on telephones (i.e., you 
can order the phone to dial Peter's number by saying: "phone Peter"). 
•. ' 
Now, after more than three decades of work, even the most powerful super 
computer is still far less than adequate at what humans find to be a boringly simple 
task Thedifficultyinsolving pattern recognition problems, such as listening and 
understanding, is to figure out exactly how people distinguish relevant from. 
irrelevant features of a patiern '[3]. 
Once. again then, attempts at computer simulation of a human ability led us, not to 
lessen the statUre of Man, but to wonder anew at the complexity of the tasks that 
he performs apparently.effortlessly. 
1.1~ MOTIVATION FORTHIS:PROJECT· 
speech"'., language-, arid spel:lker re~ognition are very irpportant subjects iri the field 
of human/machine interaction. In almost all applications the original speech signal 
has to be transformed before a machine interpretation. The first phase is the so-
called signal processing phase: During this phase all the information in the signal is 
extracted and represented in a compact form. The next step is to classify the 
available data by using pattern recognition algorithms: It is important to realise that 
even the most powerful pattern recognition algorithm cannot compensate for · 
inaccuracies in the initial signal processing phase. This investigation is aimed at 
producing a better model for this initial signal processing phase. 
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At the moment the most popular way to address the problem of extracting the 
information from a speech signal is to use spectrum analysis with an all-pole (Auto 
Regressive or AR) filter model. This method, also called a block analysis method, 
divides the speech signal into segments/frames of uniform lengths of approximately 
20ms. An autoregressive (AR) filter model .is fitted onto each of the frames. Thus, 
only one set of coefficients is obtained for each frame. If placement of the analysis 
window is not pitch synchronized ( ~ in the case ·of our current system)~ the linear 
predictive coding (LPC) coefficients can vary, even during stationary speech. This 
leads to warbling in LPC speech. The reason for· this is that in LPC analysis, the 
excitation 8ource is assumed to be a white, gaussian process. Although this is a 
reasonable assumption.for unvoiced sounds, it is definitely not the case for voiced 
speech [ 49] when the pitch pulse or pulses occur at random positions inside the 
analysis window.· In the latter case· aperiodic pulse sequence would be more 
appropriate. 
To minimize computational complexity, an all pole model is assumed for the speech 
source. This is a simplification ofthe actual vocal tract model, because continuous 
speech spectra contain ieros due to the glottal closure, as well as zeros from the 
vocal tract response. The existence of zeros in nasals and unvoiced sounds shows 
prominently on spectrograms. An all pole-model can only approximate zero 
positions. Futthetrnore, the presence of zeros causes the pole estimates to deviate 
from the actual formant values [ 49]. · · 
The resultant filter coefficients ·are used to generate formants or cepstra that are 
then representative of the original speech signal. · 
. . 
A 'major limitation of the above method is that each frame is initialized in isolation 
from :the rest. This implies thafthe context in which a frame appears, relative to the 
surrounding frames, is disregarded; · 
An adaptive approach 
By using adaptive methods· to estimate the vocal tract. model we hope to address 
the above problem. A better estimation of this model, if successful, can affect the 
results of all the pattern recognition techniques that follow this initial processing. 
The main goal .of the project is to eliminate the problems encountered in the above-
mentioned block segmentation approach. The basic idea is to obtain a time-varying 
model that is unaffected by pitch pulse locations. The inclusion of zeros in the 
current all.;pole model will also be investigated: An effective ARMA model could 
improve recognition of both nasal and unvoiced :Sounds .. · 
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1.2. REVIEW OF SPEECH ANALYSIS METHODS 
i ... 
Block Methods. 
The accurate estimation and tracking of pole and zero frequencies and their 
bandwidths has long been recognised as important subjects in both speech 
recognition and spee.ch synthesis. Most parametric estimation algorithms assume 
separate ·triodets for the excitation and the vocal tract response. · The vocal tract is 
usually modelled by analysing the speech with a linear predictive coding (LPC) 
technique, as discussed in the previous section. An estimate of the glottal 
excitation waveform can then be obtained ;by inverse filtering. 
Several frarne..;based LPC techniques exist: Some of these include the (I) Yule 
Walker method, (2) Burg's maximum entropy method, (3) least squares 
autocorrelation method, ( 4) the covariance method and the { 5) modified covariance 
method, ·A short discussion and sumrtlary of each of these is given in chapter 2. 
·we will ofily'mention two bf the most important methods here. 
In 1975 the most popular AR parameter estimation method was the maximum 
entropy method developed by Burg [ 45]. It provides increased spectral resolution 
over the earlier Yule Walker· and autocorrelation methods while guaranteeing a 
stable filter. Two main disadvantages are that it suffers from spectral· tine splitting 
and a bias in the location of spectral peaks. 
One year later in 1976, Ulrych and Clayton [42] and Nutall [43] proposed the 
modified covariance method. Although their method showed no apparent line 
splitting and less bias in spectral peaks, it was not used extensively due to the 
co~putational complexity of the order p3 multiplicaticms and additions (p= the AR 
order} per .frame. In 1980, t.:farple fl 8] succeeded in reducing the .computational 
complexity to more or less the same as that of the Burg algorithm (of the. order of 
p2 multiplications ;and additions per.frame) .. The result was that the Marple 
algorithm has since become one of the most popular AR block-based algorithms 
[50], [51]. . . 
All of the.AR block methods have two serious .limitatioris because ~f assumptions 
made in their deductions: · · .. , · 
• The ·speech is assum.ed to be stationary over the interval of interest. Thus, 
only one set of coefficients is obtained for each frame. If the frame were to be 
positioned over a non stationary part of the spe~ch signal, the parameters for 
that frame w~uld be inaccurate.. · · · 
• In LPC. analysis, the excitation. source iS as~uined to be a white, gaussian , 
process'. Although this is a reasonable assumption for unvoiced sounds, it is 
definitely .not the case for voiced speech [ 49] when a pitch pulse occurs in the 
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middle of the analysis window. In the latter case a periodic pulse train would 
. be more appropriate. 
We can limit the restriction of using a white gaussian noise process, as the input 
signal to the vocal tract, by:placing the analysis,window between pitch pulses. This\ 
technique is known as pitch synchronized LPC and usually requires an additional 
algorithm to locate the.pitch pulses accurately. For this·reason it is rarely used. · 
Thus several factors influence.,the accuracy of the parameters estimated with. an 
AR-LPC method: . . . 
I.. The placement of the analysis window. 
2. The length of the analysis window. 
3. The.influence of the fundamental frequency, especially when it lies close to the 
first formant. 
4. Spectral valleys_-due to anti-formants in nasal sounds [491,cause the (ormant 
estimates to deviate from their .actual values. 
5. Rapid changes in th~formant p9sitions occur at some vowel/consonant 
transitions, which cannot be followed by LPC methods. 
Sequential methods offer manyadvantages over traditional frame-based.methods; 
since they overcome most of the problems mentioned. A discussion of a few 
sequential methods that have been applied to speech analysis willfollow. 
Sequential Methods 
As the name suggests, sequential parameter estimation techniques provide 
parameter estimates sequentially with time. Sequential methods do not have to 
wait until all the data points are colfocted, but 'update the parameter estimates as' 
each new data point is received. Urilike frame,.;based techniques, adaptive·· 
algorithms can operate satisfactorily in non-stationary environments [56]. 
Several researchers proposed adaptive ARMA algorithms for estimating speech 
parameters. Most of the more successful adaptive algorithms are derived from the 
recursive least squares {RLS) algorithm, as discussed by Haykin [56]. Other 
sequential algorithms, like the least mean squares (LMS) and the Kalman methods 
are summarized in chapter 2. We shall now discuss a few sequential algorithms 
.. that have been applied to speech analysis. 
In 1982 Morikawa. and Fujisaki [7] proposed ,the sequential estimation ARMA _ 
(SEARMA) algorithm. Their method is based on the RLS method (see Haykin. 
[56]). The SEARMA algorithm uses the estimation error as an estimate of the 
input signal to the vocal tract, whic_h is assumed to be .a white noise process. This 
assumption does not· hold for voiced speech where the input signal_ .can be a 
periodiC pulse sequence. 'lf the influence of the pitch ,pulses is n~t removed from 
the estimated parameters, when voiced speech is analysed, it will 
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-decrease their accuracy [8], [11] ,[14]. A further shortcoming of the SEARMA 
method is that the forgetting factor is kept constant and equal to unity. This makes 
the SEARMA·method only applicable.to .stationary:processes. · ·. ·· · 
.. 
·- ( ..... \ ,_-
Miyanaga et.a/;.[ U] pr0posed a method ·to estimate both white noise and~pulsesSor 
. the input signal. They used two adaptive algorithms to,do this;: . Thisincreasedr< · 
computational.:complexity dramatically. The first algorithm is used to estimate the 
parameters and compute the optimal estimation errQr and its covariance. The 
second :algorithm is used to compurc;Hhe actual estimation error,,and, by using the 
covariance oftheoptimal estimation,.ernor, decides whether thecinput is.white noise 
or a pulse. In a later paper [12] they extended their method to include estimation 
of non-stationary parameters. 
·';f, 
Ting and Childers [14] realized that it was computationally more efficient to update 
the forgetting factor by using the already available estimation error. They designed 
the weighted recursive least squares alg9rithm with a variable forg~tting factor 
(WRLS-VFF) tq:estimate the ;ARMA ,parameters.of.thevocal tract; An effective: 
input estimation ·algorithm uses the variable forgetting factor (VFF) to decide on 
white noise and pulse excitation. Thus only one, instead of two, adaptive process is 
required:. ., 
We may therefore summarise the advantages of using a sequential algorithm such 
as the WRLS-VFF, instead of a block approach, as follows: 
1. The WRLS-VFF can accurately estimate and track both formant and anti-
formant frequencies and their bandwidths. 
2. The limitations of using an analysis window of fixed lengih are removed by 
employing a variable forgetting factor. The forgetting factor automatically 
shortens or increases the effective memory of the algorithm by using the 
available estimation error. 
3. The influence of the fundamental frequency on the parameter estimates is 
eliminated with the use of an effective input estimation algorithm. 
4. Spectral valleys due to anti-formants in nasal and some fricative sounds can be 
modelled by the zeros in the pole-zero estimation model. 
5. A slight modification to the WRLS-VFF algorithm allows it to follow rapid 
changes associated with some vowel/consonant transitions. 
1.3. PREVIEW OF THE CHAPTERS 
In chapter 2 existing parameter estimation methods are discussed. Both block data 
algorithms as well as sequential algorithms are considered. 
Chapter 3 consists mainly of a detailed description of the weighted recursive least 
squares. algorithm with a variable forgetting factor (WRLS-VFF), developed by 
Ting and Childers [14]. The WRLS-VFF is applied to the estimation ofa pole-zero 
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model for the vocal tract. 
Chapter 4 provides the reader with practical procedures for the implementation of 
the WRLS-VFF algorithm applied to the identification of a pole-zero model for the 
vocal tract. Ways of selecting the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) orders, 
' , · ~ initiation. of the WRLS-VFF algorithm and·faster .tracJcjng of certain non-stationary 
< . signals are discussed. . . . . . . . ' . . 
A modified version of the WRLS-VFF is tested on various synthetic speech signals 
in chapter 5. Its performance is compared to that of 4 other sequential algorithms. 
In chapter 6 we derive the relationship between ARMA parameters and ARMA 
cepstra as well as the relationship between ARMA parameters and Mel-scale 
. ·: cepstra. · · 
A cqmpa,ri~on between the propps~ct ~equential algorit~ ~d a pop~h1r. fyame-
based method is given in chapter 7. The performance of both methods is tested on 
: " - ' .. .· ,_. ' . . . ~ 
isolated word rec;:ognition . 
. \ .. 
; . 
Conclusi()ns and r:ecommendations for future researcq ai;e given in ~hapter. 8. 
. . . . . ' . ' 
·'':'. 
.,. 
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Pa.rameter Estimation Methods 
·j, ., 
'.-'··' 
·: ;.., ·' .· 
2.1. . INTRODUCTIO'N 
L ,::•':' .' r. (' 
In this chapter we give·a brief background of different parameter estimation 
methods. We will only consider the special class of models; those driven by white 
noise pro<?esses an4 p9~sessing ration~ system fupctions. The o"4tputsignal of .. n; 
such a system is uniquely described by the parameters of the model and the · 
variance ·~f the white n()ise process. This special class includes autoregressive 
(AR), moving average (MA) and autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) models. 
In "§2.2 we define the differential. equations and transfer functions of the different 
mt>deis ~ AR, ARMA). These defirutions are used consistently;throughout the 
rest of the text. 
" '"i' '\. 
Algc;>rithm,s that estimate the param~ter~ of these models can be divided into two 
categones, iiarnely: those that work ori'biocks of data and those that process data 
as it becomes available. Various block methods are summarised at the end of §2.3. 
Advantages and disadvantages of each nieth~d ·are pointed out. The first part of 
§2.3 is devoted to AA analysis, and specifically the derivation or the ARMA Yule 
Walker equations. the relationsliip between: AR analys~·s and lineat prediction, 
which is exploited by 'several fhiine' based algorithms as well as sequential 
algorithms, is considered. In §2.4 we look at the basicjdea of sequential 
processing. The ada~tive filterj~~introduced in tWo ad~ptive ·structures, (I) tpe 
adaptive linear pred!ct~r and (2) the adaptive system identifier. ·Although no 
specific sequential algC>ritQni is,den:vecl, a general cost function is defined. 
MinimiZing this cost function leads 'us to the principal oforthogonality. 
';. I' 
2.2. · Ai(" MA ANcfARMA MODELS 
The ARMA model may be expressed, in linear difference equation form, as follows: 
p q 
Yk = -.:Lak(i)Yk-i + Lbk(i)uk-i with ak (0) =I 2.1 
i=I i=O 





Yk ~ Lhk(i)uk-i 2.2 
i=O 
where: 
k is a time index, 
uk is the input sequence and is a zero mean, unit variance white noise sequence, 
hk is the imp~l~e response sequence at time k, 
Yk is the ou~put sequence of the causal ARMA.1~ystem at time :k, 
ak is the AR parameter sequence at time k, with order p. 
bk is the MA parameter sequence at time k, with order q. 
For consistancy with later chapters we assume that bk (0) = 1 and ak (0) = 1 so that: 
p q. 
Yk = - 'Lak(i)Yk-i + _Lbk(i)uk-i +uk 2.3 
. -
i=I i=I 
T~s is done ~thout ~Y J9.~~-pfg~ner~i_ty b~cause th~-: filter input uk, can ~h~ay~ be 
scaled to icc.ouQ{ fQr any niter gafn.: N~te h9w~ver that in ·such ·a case the - , ... 
/ , ,· -· • <' :··i,, )./o · 
sequence uk will not have a unit variance anymore, but a variance of O:. 
' ; ~ 
Figure 2.1 shows the input-output relationship_ofeqµation 2.3. 
• " • } ·~· . • ' : ' . : • • • . • • ' . • - f ' ' 
Figure 2.1 The input/output relationship of an ARMA Filter. 
The ttansfet 'fun6tfon ofthe ARMA· pro~ess is expi~~sed. in :·dticihat form, as a 
polynomial of z-1, as fol1ows: 
' ,. 






Ht(z)=-...:.i=;t __ _ 
l + Lat(i)z-i 
i=I 
The factoretl'fomi of:fl(z) is then: 
q 
bk (0) IT (I - zk (i)z-i) 
Hk(z) = P i=t .. 
TI o-~ (i)z-i> 
i=l 
with Zt (the roots of the humetator polynomial) the zeros ofH(z) and ~ (the roots 
of the denominator polyoomial) the·poles ofH(z). 
The ARMA system is said to be stable if the magnitudes of each of the poles are 
less than unity or l~l < I . A mirum\Jrtl plias~ linear system is a causal system in 




The AR and MA models can be obtained from the above equations by setting q=O 
9r p=O _respectively. 
' ~ ,_ 
AR-:model: .. 





;: - . ~ - ~ ' .. · 
• - t ·';:.:' ,. ' ' .• ::· I 
. 2.7 
The input and output relations of this equation are shown in figure 2.2. 
' ~ .. 
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' . I , 
---- Yit-l' 
,~igure 2.2 The input/output relationship of an AR Filter. • 
~-model 
q 
Yk = Lhk(i)uk-i +uk _bt(O) = 1 2.8 
i=I 
The input and output relations of this equation are shown in figure 2.3,. 
Figure 2.3 The input/output relationship of an MA Filter. 
2.3. BLOCK METHODS 
:'.··, . . ' ~·; .. ·.",,~ ). ·:.· .. . ~. ,.,. ... - -~ ·. ,- :'· ', :··.,~.,-.,.~ ~ - - ·. 
We diyide the blockt~c~q~~s .~nt~Jhree subd~~se.s; 'b_ased· o~'.h9w-~he ·p~~e~~rs 
are obtained. · Algorithnis:that estimate: the model' parameters· by using ail" estimate 
'<" ·. _ _ .·.r -. . ''::--1 .. ·-~ ;:·;1_;_:;,r,r··-.. '-~·-~·;": 
of the autocorrelation sequence inclUae the Yule· Walker and Autocorrelation 
methods. The Burg algorithm estimates the model parameters through the 
equivalenftepresentation of.reflection coeffieients. ·Two algorithms; the : '· '' · ... · 
covariance and modified-covariance methods, estimate the AR parameters directly 
using a least squares method. 
2.3.1.' AutocbrrelatiorrEstimation , 
An accurate :way of estirp!lting tl:ie ~utocorrelation is. of great importanc;e for many 
of the~ analysistechniques that will be discussed later. A review of two 
commonly used estimations is given. 
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Th~ ~mean of a qmdom process yk :is defined qy{55J as : 
my= &{yk} 
~hefo ~ de~~t~~ ;the e~pected val~e. _ . : . /·· :, . . .. . , . 
The variance of a random process Yk is defined by [55] as: 
a; =&{(yf-my)2} .. 
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2.9 
2.io·, · 
The. autocorrelation of a ·random process y kis. dependent on ·the time difference 
between samples and is defined in [51] and [55] as: 
¢»'(m)= &{yky;i,,,} . ' . 2.11 
The unbiased autocorrelation estimate is given by [55] as: 
·., l 
with lml<N 2.12 
The bi~sed autocorrelation estimate is given by [55] as: 
2.13 
The bias of this estimate is: 
bias= m ¢»'(m) 2.14 
. N " . 
As N ~ oo the bias·becoines·less, thus .this estimation for the autocorrelation 
function is :asymptotically unbiased. '" 
2.3.2. Analysis 
A method- tQ solve the1~·. parameters. o(equation2:.J. is ·Pre~ented ·ll~re[ 4 7] .. · .. 
The solution of tile .AR· par~~tei:s 9f a purely AR .systeR1 ;is ~a special case pfthjs . 
solution, and c~ be.found atthe·end ofthi$·Section .. · · · .. ., : . 
,·,· 
Ifwe multiply equation 2.1 on both sides with y;_m and take the expectation we 
get: 
p q 
OR rYtYt (m) = - :Lak(iyYtYt (m-i)+ Lbk (iy"tYt (m-i) 2.16 
i=I i=O 
where:. 
rYtYt (m) is the autocorrelation of the output.series yk, 
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r111Y1 (m) is the cross correlation between the input uk and the output Yk· 
Equation2.16 is the classical ARMA'Yule.WalkerNormal Equation '[41]:i This 
equation is sometimes referred to as the Modified Yule Walker· Eqtlation' (MYWE). 
' ~ - ~ ~ ' ~ 
. . 
Pre-multiply equ,ation 2.2 on bot1' sides with U1c-m _and tajce the expectati9n. The 
.. - ,. ' ' . . ' "\ . . . --: 
cross correlation r11 Y (m) can be expressed in the following format: l l 
ao 
r"1Y1 (m) = r"1"1(m) + Lhk((r"1"1 (m-i) . 
• ' ; • • '. .··· ;'kt . , .I: ' - ; ; :. :.. , 





Substitute equation 2.18 back into 2.16 to obtain: 
···:,· 
p q 
- Lak(iyYtYt (m-i) + 0: .. Lbk(i)i(i-m) 
1=1 i=m 











The MA parameters in equation 2. 19 are convolved with the impulse response. In 
order to solve the MA p,arame~ers,. ~ ,~pnlin~ar ~et, of equ~tipps.:~as to. be. ,evaluated. 
We can however compute the AR parameters from equation 2: 19 by evaluating it 
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7YtYt(q-p+I) ak(I) 7YtYt(q+I) 7YtYt (q- l) 
7YtYt (q )' ··· r · (q~ p+'2) ak(1) "r · ·(q4'2) 




' • . 
", 
7YtYt (q+ p- l) 7YiYt (q+p-2) ..... 
. '· . 
2.20 
For a purely AR system the AR Yule Walker equations from 2.19 (set q=O) are: 
m>O 
i=l 
p ~ . . 
r·• (m)- "'""~ak(i)r, (m-i)+d YtYt · - ~ YtYt uu m=O - 2.21 
i=l 
r~Yt(-m) m<O 
We can ~on:ipute ~he. AR para.Qleters fyom equation 2.21 by evaluating it for m ~ 0. 
The m~trix repres~ntati~~-f~r () ~-m.-~-p follows. In matrix form: 
r (6) YtYt · r· (.:::1) · YtYt r {-p) YtYt 1 .· O:u 
7YtYt (l} rYtYt ( O) rYtYt (-p+ l) ak(l) 0 2.22 = . .. 
. . .  
. . 
rYtYt (p) rYtYt (p- l) rYtYt ( O) ak(p) 0 






O~m~q .. 2.23 
m<O 
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2.3.3. Li.near ;Prediction 
In this section we shall derive the·relationship between AR analysis ,iirid ilhear , 
prediction analysis: according to Marple [50]. Thisrelationship;is~exploited by 
""' several of the algorithms to· be d~scussed in·§2 .. 3 •.. s .. :first,.we ~e.tlne theforwa,rd, 
linear prediction estimate as a linear combination of past observations: . 
' ' \ '• • ~ 1_ ~ - < ~-: 
p ' , , 
... , - """" '(;)· , Y1c ~ - 4-.Jak ' Y1c-; 
i=l 
.:.;_, 
where: · · · · 
y{ ·is the forward estimate o~ y ~ at tim~ ·1c, 
' . ' ~ - . . - . .· 
... ·· '. 
a{· isthe·forwar4 lin~ar prediction'coeflicient seq~ence at time k 
The'forward linear prediction error at time k is defined as: 
e{ =Y1c -y{ 
with variance: 
'a2.,1 = E{ e{et} = · e{je{ j2 } 
We now substitute equations 2.24 and 2.25 into 2.26 
; ' 
p p • 
d.,1 =r.w(O)+ "La{(i)'.w(-i)+ :L[a{U)] ryy(j) 
' ,· , i=l j=l 
p p • 






. - _· ,, .. , '. -_ : - '.' -.. . ~ f,,_ .. , ,·,. :· .. . '_f 
We know that ryy( ~i) = r_;.(i) for theWide'seil.se stationary process Y1c· Equation 
2.27 can be written in the following matrix form: 
r.w(O) r;(l) r_;.(p) 1 d.! 
r;,(p-: 1) a{ (1) i r YY (1) t~{O). ..... 0 
= 2.28 
r.w(P) ··r;~p-1) · .. ~ ... t~(O). a{(p)· - ~ ~- O' 
,. 
This matrix is the equivalent of the AR Yule Walker equations for the system: 
p 
Y1c =-La{ (i)Y1c-; +e{ 2.29 
i=O 
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There are two important differences between the AR Yule Walker equations and 
equation 2.29 _namely: 
e{ is the output-(not the input!) ofthe forward linear prediction error filter and yk 
·is the input. ·In the AR Yule Waik_~r system these two are interchanged. 
e{is uncorrelated with Yt, but is not a white noi~e pr9cess unless Yt was generated 
' ; " : i . . 
as an AR process with order p. Only then will e{ be a white noise process and 
a{= ak (the real AR parameters). In this case the prediction filter will be a 
whiieOirtg filter . 
. S~ Jar,. the. equations in this section were deduced for the forward prediction error 
filter~· the equations for the backward prediction error filter can be obtained by 
following,almostthe san,i~ ,proc~~ure. First, :W~ ·d~tine the ba~~ard linear . 
,predictiop: estimate as a ,I~near combinati<;>n o( (l.,iture observations: 
p 
.Y! ~ - :La!(OYt+i 2.30·· · .. 
i=O 
where:· .. ' 
.P!. is the backward estimate of y k at time k, 
a! is the backward linear prediction coefficient sequence at time k. 




~ = E{ e!e!•} = e(je! j2 } 2.32 
We now substit~te equations,2.30.~.d 2.31i11to2.32 to o.bt~n: .. ··. 
. ;·. ... ; '. .'; - . :··' ... ' ;. -:. - .' -;_\,',, -
. . p p • 




.,.i=I j;!(''. . . -" ., . · ·· . 
~ . -... ·• . • ... :··. .;;. : ::'. .:~-.;. - < , • ~ - ·: ·;, >. ; ' ' . . '. . . ' ~ 
We ~o\V th~tr .w.< .,-it:::: ~l»'. (i): for t~e w,j~,~';~ense stationary process y k. Equation 
2.33 can be written in the following matrix form: 
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,. 
) .'. ., 
., 
r »' (0) r;(l) ... r;(p) a!(p) 0 
r.w(l) r .w{O) r;(p-1) .. 0 : 
·' 
= 2.34 . . · .. b 
. : a~O) . 
., \'~' ~ 
d.-r.w(P) r (p.,.-1) ··· r.w(O). I " ,"~~ .·., ' »' ' . ei 
2~3.4.- .· :AR•Methods 
Yule Walker 
' " 
The easiest and most obvipus way to determine the AR parameters for a series of 
data samples is to obtain_an estimate of the autocorrelation by using equation 2.12 
or 2.13 to solve the AR Yule Walker matrix in 2.22. This technique is rarely used, 
because it produces poor,.resolution spectral estimates, especially when only short ' 
data segments .are examined. · 
If the unbiasecJ autocorrelation estimate is used, it may result in unstable filters, 
because the autocorrelatiOit matrix ;is not guaranteed to be positive-definite. 
Summary: 
• Bias in th~lq<;ation ofthe spectral peaks. . . . . . _ , . .· 
• Spectral Jfoe splitting occurs when s,1gn~-to-nois~ ratio (SNR.) is hi~ or the 
number o(Mparanieters.is a tar8e.percenta8e'of:tbe:.numbe~ of sar;nples in the data record. ' ' ' ., . . .• . - '. ., ... · . ,'• > • . ' '• 
Burg 
Ano~her name for this.;'method:is the MaXlmum Entropy Method (MEM). It was 
first introd1iced by'Burg iii 1975 [ 45]. · ·· · .,, · .· : 
Summary: 
·-:.. .. 
• This is a least squares method. 
• The method estimates the reflection coefficients. 
• The error power to be minimized is the arithmetic mean of the forward and 
ba~kwaJ"4. linear prediction ,sw1ared errors: . 
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• Optimization with respect to a single parameter, namely the reflection 
coefficient k P' i~ achieved by constraining the AR coefficients to satisfy the 
Levinson algorithm. . . 
• The estimated filters are always stable. 
• Bias in the location of the spectral peaks. 
• Spectral line splitting occurs when SNR is high, or the number of AR 
parameters is .a large percentage of the number of samples in the data record. 
Autocorrelation Method · 
Kay [51] also refers'to thls asthe Yule Walker method, because ofits equivalence 
to the Yule Walker eqiiatioris With the biased autocorrelation coefficients. 
Summary: 
• This is a least squar.es method .. 
• The error power !O be. niinimized is: 
.. I N+p-1 2 ~ = ( .· ) :L-le:(i)I 2 N+p i=O 
• It is sometimes ~ailed th~ autocorrelati~n method because the 'summation 
raqges in the erro.r power are that ,of the windowed case .. 
• Separate minimizing of the forward and backw~d linear pre~iction squared 
~rror~ i$ :~chieved.~th respect to all the prediction coefficients. · 
• The estimated filters ate always stable. 
• The parameters can be solved with the Levinson algorithm. 
• It is rarely used for the same reason as for that of the AR Yule Walker method 
with the biased autocorrelation estimate. 
• The windowing of this method is responsible for the reduction in spectral 
resolution relative to other. methods. 
Covariance Method 
Summary: 
• This is a least squares met?od. · 
, •,: ~ ' 
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• The error powers to be minimized are: 
,, 
a}.= . · 1_ . ,2Je~'(i)j2 and 
2(N p);=P· -
I N-1 a;.~ 2(N-- p) ~le!(i~r .. 
• It is also called the covariance method because the summation ranges in the 
error power ~e.those of the unwindowed case. 
• _ Separate tpinjmizing pf th~, forw~ci apd backward linear predjction squared 
err9rs:is achieved ~th re~pectto all the prediction coefficients~ 
• · · A,sfahleJilter is notgilaranteed. · · 
. . 
Modified Covariance Method 
Ulrych and Clayton:(42]andNutall [43] proposed this metho'd:siitiultaneously and 
independently in 1976. Ulrych and,Claytort named it the least squares method 
although there are many othet least squares methods available <to·choose from; 
Nutall:called-his·atgorithtn the forward.:backward 'prediction method. Sometimes 
this method is,also referred to fuMhe Marple algcnithm. Marple [18] reduced the 
computational complexity of the least squares forward/backward prediction method 
from NM 2 to NM. Where N= the amount of data samples and M= the order of 
the AR process. He obtained this by eliminating the matrix inversion through a 
recursive method. The Levinson constraint (see Burg) was also removed. 
Thus the Maiple algontlPn is 
0
essenti8Ily a recursive algorithm, based on an 
unconstrained least squares solution for the AR parameters by using 
forward/backward linear ,prediction; · 
Summary: . · . · 
• This is a least squares method. 
• The error power to be minimized is: 
• It is also called the modified covariance method because the summation 
ranges in the error power is that of tht( unwindowed case. 
• Combined minimizing of the forward a~d backWard linear prediction squared 
errors is achieved with respect to all the prediction coeffici~nts 
•, No apparent line splitting occurs when Marple's order determination technique 
is used. 
• Less bias occurs in the spectral peaks than in Burg's method [45]. 
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• For p'<< N this method is more·efficient than Burg's algorithm. 
• lt does not guarantee a· stable filter; 
• The modified covariance method always yields stable reflection coefficients. 
• Stable lattice filters will result from this method. 
2.4. SEQUENTIAL METHODS 
Sequential techniques have many advantages in'situations where large amounts of 
gata need to be processed. T~ese ·estimatfon tti:ethods are especially suited for 
tracking slowly time~varying signals. The AR or ARMA parameters are updated as 
each new data sample is received. It is not necessary to wait until all the data 
points are collected. These are also referred to as adaptive methods. . . . 
. - •' - ,"\ - . 
The basics of adaptive_ filter theory used for adaptive parameter estimation will be 
covered in §2.4. l. The sequential algoritruns for adaptive Afl'estimatiori can be 
divided_ info tWo ·categories [ 50]. The first das·s is based on the Wiener filter 
approach, modified thro\lgh the ui;e of a gradient approximation method, and 
includes the Least Mean Squares (l:.MS) algorithm. the second Class is derived · 
from the classical Kalman algorithm and includes the Recursive Least Squares 
(RLS) algorithm. Properties ofboth-ofthese will be discussed inthe folloWing 
paragraphs. · · 
2.4.1. · The Basic A"aptivE! Filte.r 
The ability ofadaptive filters to <;perate satisfactorily in a non-stationary 
envirorinientmakes them a powerful tool for signal processing applications. The 
basic stru~t~~e .ofan adaptiv~ filt~r is shown in figiire 2.4. · · · 
Adaptive 
Algorithm 
'Figure 2.4 The Adaptive Filter. 
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The adaptive filter operates in two phases: 
1. The input signal uk is filtered by the programmable (adaptive) filter to yield 
the output Yk of the filter. . · 
,'Fi ·, :'.·, • : ' :1.; -
2. The output yk is then compared to the desired output yk to yield an error 
signal ek = Yk - Yk· This error is used by an adaptive algorithm to adjust the 
weights in the programmable filter so as to ininimize the error in· some sense. 
The adaptive filter in.figure 2.4 can be a finile:impulse re~ponse (FIR) or infinite 
impulse response (IIR)'t'ilier or a comblriatfon of the two. 
The choice of the adaptive algorithm (see figure 2.4) is determined by various 
factors,desctjbe~· by· Haykin :[ 56]: . 
1. Rate of convergence: This is the number of iterations that is required for the 
algorithm to converge to the optimum Wiener solution in the mean square 
sense, in response to a stationary input signal. · 
2. · Misadjustment: Haykin [56] defines this as follows. "For an algorithm of 
interest, this parameter provides a quantitative measure of the amount by 
which the final valu~ of the mean-sqllared error, av~raged ov~r an ~11se,~ble 
. of adaptive.filters,' deviates from the miruriluin meall.~squared error produced 
'by the Wiener·filter~" 
3. Tracking: 'rhis:1s·tl1e ability of an adaptive filtering algorithm to·follow or 
.· . track the statistical .v.ariations. in a signal. ·A compromise between rate ·of : 
convergence anq steady-$tate .,fluctuatio0; ~ue to algorithm noise, has to be 
agreed on for the best'possibie tracking.performance. . . 
4.. Robustness: A robust algorithm can operate satisfactorily with ill-conditioned 
input data. The input data is defined as ill conditioned when the condition 
number ofthe underlyin1fcorrelation:matrix is high. 
5. Computational complexity: This includes the number of floating point 
operations (additions and multiplications) per iteration requ~red by the 
· algorithm. · · · · · · · · · · · · 
6. · Structure: The structure of the algorithm determines how it will be 
implemented in hardware fonn. 
We shall be concerned primarily with using,theadaptive filter"for parameter 
estimation. In the following paragraphs two adaptive structures will be discussed. 
They are the adaptive linear predictor and system identification models. Both of 
these can be used for parameter esti,mation.. 1 
2.4.2. Adaptive Linear Prediction/"~ · 
An adaptive linear predictor, shown in figure 2.5, is used to predict the present 
value of a signal from past values of the same signal. The present value of the 
signal serves as the 9~sired resp9n.se of this filter ... 
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:··. 
:Speech·Sign. · . Delay 
~ : : 
.. 
'Figure 2.5 The Adaptive Linear Predictor. 
Mathemati~ally_this filter c~be expressed as: 
A 
ek = Yk -yk 
. 'p • 
=yf, -"'.L:wk (i}Yk-i ·. 
2.35 
····;=r 
Where wk (i) is the coefficient of the adaptive filter. If we assume that the error 
signal in figure 2;5 is eqiiivalen(to the' input white noise Uk, 'of the AR modelilr 
figtire 'f 2, then the adaptive linear predictor can provide the same spectral 
representation as an AR model. At convergence the weighted coefficients, wk (i), 
of the adaptive linear predictor, will approach the AR coefficients, ak. 
2.4.3 ... A~aptiyc;t,Sy,stem l~eotification_. 
- '" . :. t. ~· . ' , • • r.._: '' . 








Figtire 2.6 The Adaptive System Identification. 
i 
."·' 
In-speech modelling, the reference model in figure 2.6 can be considered as the 
· · · vocal tract ·system,··· The· estimated model (an _adaptive filter) adjusts itself, causing 
,· ~ . . . ' . ' ' . . 
~ 'i -
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its output to follow that of the r~ference model. A-least squ¥es.technique i~ 
generally used in the adaptive algorithm to fit the output of the estimation.model to 
that of.the reference model. The.estimation Iribdel can b~ confis\lred as an all-pole 
(AR), all-~ero ~) or pole-zero (ARMA) systern., . . .. 
It is important to note that both the reference model and the estimated model are 
supplied with the same input signal u~. This pose~ a serious problem 'for ·speech 
processing, because the input signal to the v'ocal tract is not available! 'We' shall 
discuss ways to overcome this obstacle' in subsequent 'chapters.· " 
2.4.4. The Cost Functicm ·· · · . . ,.-_· ~ ' 
Defining a· cost function is an integral part of every optimizing filter~ Although . 
there is no unique cost function for all applications, many popular functions exist to 
choose from. One of the most popular cost functions in use is the ~ean-~quare 
error criterion. 
In deriving the Wiener equations ( or Kalman approach), the me(111-::square -er:mr 
criterion is defined by Haykin [ 56] as follows: 
· .. ,._ 
2.36 
The estimation error ek is defined as.the differ~nce between the desired response 
(yk) and the estimated response (yk). By using this error criterion, we follow a 
probabilistic approach, because the expectation operator denotes ensemble 
averaging1• 
In th~ developmentpfthe leastsguai:es..,algorithm~Jlike the LMS and RLS) the cost 
function' is described in terms of a 'time::OVeraged1: error:' . ' . 
2.38 
with 
ek =yk-Yt 2.39 
Note the important difference between the ensemble averaged- and the time 
averaged versions.ofthe cost functio_n, n,~ely:. 
J( w) is dependent only on the estimated parameters ( w ), while .E( w .i1,2) is 
1 An ensemble average is an average "across the' reruit.ations of the process" ( 56) ' ' 
2A time averaged error is an average "along a realization of the process" [56) 
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dependent on- b'oth w ·a:n&:the obseivatio1flntet:Va1 (i(2). · By introducihg the time · 
variable, k, into the cost function, we allow the tap-weight vector, w, to vary 
according to the observation interval. This comes in handy if the process under 
consideration is time-varying. 
The type of data windowing employed is determined by the observation limits i 1 
and i 2 in equation 2.38: Table 2.1· lists the different wind~';"ing methods with p 
the number of poles in the AR-model and N the total amount of observed data 
available. 
Name of Lower limit Upper limit Comment 
method ,·'·," .;·. : i2 
1 ~ 
. '1 ~ . 
Covariance 
.P N-1 No assumption is made 
about the data outside Yo 
~c!_yN-1 · .. , • '. ~-··· .. ~-~ -- - . '- ·-·-"' -~·--· .. , !··--~ ...... - .•. .. . .. . --- .. ·-~--
Autocorrelation .. 0 __ , . .' :N-l+p Data points prior to Yo 
.. 
, .... 
. and after YN-1 equal 
'· 




Prewindowing 0 ,N .. 1 









equals zero . 
Table 2.1 The different windowing methods. 
'' 
' 
2.4.5~ Th_e Principle of Orthogonality. ·'· ... 
Let us define the estimation error in a certain adaptive system as: 
2.40 
where': · _.;,·.·. -
2.41 
i=l i=I 
Equation 2.41 is closely related to equation 2.3,.with p the poles of the AR system 
and q the zeros in the MA system. Here we assume that the input is totally 
unknown., Therefore, the signal Yt . can b.e priedicted:.qnly.approxim~t~lyJi:orrt:the 
linearly weighted summation' of past samples .. we can -rewrite equation 2:4 l in:a· ' 
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more comfortable form, using. the following 'equivalent matrix notation: 
where: 
The relationshlpsjh th~ above equations are shown, in figµre 2.7. 
• ., \ • ' ' • ~ • ' • • > •• 
.·, ·. Uk 
-" 
Figure 2. 7 ··The adaptive ARMA estimation model. 
2.42 
2.43 
Consider the cost function defined in equation 2.38, in the previous section, 
replacing the- tap~weight.vector with the newly .defin~g. tap w,~~ght vecto_r, ;(J . 
. ' 
i2 
E(8,k); Ll~kl2 . 2'.45 
k=~ 
To_ opt_intlze,t-~e'a<lap~i~e fiher, we minimiz~ E( 8, k) by.differentiating-with respect 
to 8 . .. --The ~rocedute :i~ sh~wn in appendix C'. ' The res:ult is shown: i~ th~, equation 
below: . , : . -, . 
"'- { 
i = 1...p+q 2.46 
We:iµterpretequation.2.46 as ~tating.that,j()rthe;aJaptivefilter to achieve its . .. 
~ini,;,um least squares condition, each time series r(/p'resented by the '!lements of 
' ~ ,, - . . . . ' . . ... 
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the input' vector· tA, m'Ust be orthogonaltd the estimation error e" ~see Hayk.i:rr·: ·., 
[S6ff By making smaffchanges to equation 2A6, ifc~ be \.ised as;a::'basis for 
dellucing all the foast'squafes ·methods. 
2.4.6~ .. Adaptive. AR Methods 
,- 1· , •• 
., .... r, 
LM~· '1: • . "I.:, 
-,:,- ... 
( 
The Least mean squares (LMS) algorithm is a stochastic gradient algorithm and is 
used for modelling stationary signals or very slow time-varying signals. 
Convergence is slow when compared to other sequential techniques. It is however 
simple to implement and computationally cheap. A major drawback of the LMS 
algorithm is that the rate of convergence is influenced by the eigenvalue spread 
(ratio of the maximum to the minimum eigenvalue) of the correlation matrix [56]. 
KALMAN 
This is a recursive technique and is closely related to the recursive least squares 
method. Convergence is an order faster than the LMS method, but with the 
expense of more calculations. 
LS 
In the least squares (LS) algorithm we must minimize the sum of the squared 
errors. We also need to invert the correlation matrix. The weighting factor is 
constant and equal to unity. It is coi:nputationally extremely inefficient, because a 
matrix inversion (correlation matrix) is required at each time step. There is no 
recursion. The derivation is dealt with in the next chapter. 
RLS 
The recursive least squares (RLS) is the LS method, but modified to operate 
recursively. The correlation matrix is inverted by using the matrix inversion lemma. 
Conversion in an order faster than that of the LMS method. A forgetting factor is 
built into the RLS algorithm, which makes it especially useful for application to 
non-stationary situations. The derivation is also done in the next chapter. 
Misadjustment increases with a small forgetting factor, but it provides faster 
tracking of non-stationary signals. We· shall develop the WRLS-VFF algorithm 
from the basic RLS method as discussed by Haykin [ 56]. 
2.5. CONCLUSION 
In this chapter a brief suµunary of commonly used frame-based AR algorithms was 
presented. Over the years the Marple algorithm (Modified Covariance method) 
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proved to be a very effective and computationally efficient way of analysing speech. 
The current speech recognition 'System of the University of Stellenbosch is t 
therefore based ~irthis method. 
Certain shortcomings of the frame based techniques (see Chapter I) persuaded us 
to examine the yiabiJity o,fu~ing s~qu~ntial algorithms for a11alysing speech. From 
preparatory research ·we· dedded to·use. an 'RLS ba5ed a:lgorithrrt: 'In the next 
. chapter this .algorithm will be devdoped .. · "· ·· · · " .... 
;,· •'·-. 
) 
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The Weighted 'Recursi·v~· L~:ast 
Sq.ua.res<:Algorith'm With Variable 
Forget~i.ng Factor {WRLS-VFF) 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this .. chapter a detailed description of a WRLS-VFF (Ting and Childers [14]) is 
given, with emphasis on its application on estimating the ARMA vocahtract model. 
In deriving the WRLS-VFF we shall start right at the beginning, with the unknown 
ARMA system. In order to solve the unknown parameters, the weighted recursive 
least squares {\\TRLS) algorithm will be deduced. During the course of this 
ded~ction we.assume that the,.input to the vo1;al tract i,s,~vailable. The next step is 
to find a way to vary the forgetting factor according to the degree of stationarity 
detected in the speech signal. The chapter is concluded with an input estimation 
aigoritlurt that allows a white. noise or a~piilse input signal: . .; . . ; 
. . 
. ., 
3.2. WRL.'S ALGORITHM 
Suppose the unknown. vocal tract system can be modelled as an ARMA proce~s, . 
then the. output seque~ce y; c~ be generated ~~cording to th~ foii~wi~g ~qua~i,on: 
p q 
Yk·= ..... Lak(i)Yk-i +:Lbk(i)u~-i +uk. ··· k = O.~.N~l " : 3.1 .. 
i=I i=l 
where the .input to the filter ,u,;·,jsa-.zero meart:White gaussian noise process, and 
ak and bk are the AR and MA parameters, respectively. The orders of the AR and 
MA processes are p and q respectively. Ways of determining the order will be 
discussed later. According to table 2.1, prewindowing is assumed, because all data 
before k = 0 and after k = N - 1 is assumed to be zero. 
Itis noted that the output of the filter is dependent on the input signal, uk. 
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Unfortunately this input .signal i~ not available to us· in speech processing. In order 
to provide accurate estimates of the ARMA parameters, the intended algorithm will 
have.to ·i11~Jµde;a r~liable input estimation al~orit~ .. Such an algorithm was 
developed by Ting and Childers [14] and will be discussed at a later stage. For 
now, we assume that the estimate of U1c is a known quantity at instant k. The 
estimated value 'Or u1c \viii be called u1c. With. the parameter vector ( B1c) and the 
. ' '• . ' . ' ' .. .'•' ; : '' ' ' .. .. . ' .. l ".·' . ''' '' 





ot equivalently: ' 
Y1c =. <P! (}le+ Uk 
' . •,'; 
and: 
i=I 
with the esiitnafod. par~eters: 
k =0 ... N-1 3.2 
k =0 ... N-1 3.3 
3.4 
~ =[a1c(_1) . a1c(2) .•• a1c(P) S1c(1) S1c(2) ... ~(q)] 3.5 
Define the cost function (or weighted recursive least squares criterion) as in 2.45, 
but "for the preWindowed case,' and introduce a weighting factor (or forgetting 
factor): 
" . . N-1 
EN-1(8) = LAN-1-1cle1cl2 3.6 
k=O 
An exponential ~eighting factor, 0 < X'-1-1c ::;; 1, is used here as with the traditional 
RLS algdrithm. ' ·· ' . · .. · ... ". ·, ... ·· : · ?· . . .1• · 
If A =I,· then ~~(have the: traditional methodjlf the Iea5t' squares with fofirute . 
menioty. If i\h, hilt cfose t<fone and corrsfant, we have the traditibnat ;RLS · ... 
. ; •. ,·_ ·~- :~·.: - ·:~··: ;'--. . ." . · .. ' :·_~·-, ·:_, . ,;·,·· ··1 •. - ' ·. .! :._· ~.--. - ',. -,! 
Haykin [56]. ' c "'° · · 
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Equation 2.46~ 'Stating the principle of orthogonality, changes to: 
N.,-1 .. 
L_,tN-1-ke;;k(i) = 0 i = l...p+q 3.7 
k=O 
Note the use of the pre-windowed boundaries and the forgetting factor. 
Substit~te e k :::: y ~ :.... yk --Wiih· k ~ :0 .. : N ...:. 1 and 3 .4 into 3. 7. The normal equation is 
given below: 
·p+q N-1. . ·. · · N-1 . ·, I: B;(i)!.z:-1-k;Ai)~;(1) = I:_,tN-1-k ~k(l)y; 3.8 
i=I k=O k=O 
for i,t=l..p+q 
Iri matrix form: 
\_, ,• -' 
<Pk8k.=.E>k k =0 ... N-1 3.9 
Where:· 
I '·' . i,t = l...p+q 3.10 
k=O 
is the time averaged covariance matrix. 
and: 
. N-1 
t::i.( ·) ~- ?.N'-'1-'k':A,."·(··) • \7 I = £..J A ... 'Yk I Yk ; = l...p+q 3.11 
k=O- . .. _,_. · _ . . 
is the time averaged cross-covariance vector. 
'._ . : ' t.: ,. •\- -.. :.·· .. .·, .. '. '.· ,_· .' ,. ·' , ... :···~.~-: ~~· .. : 
Equation 3. 9 can be solved for the filter parameters by inverting the correlation 
matrixj 
. k=O ... N.::..1 3.12 
If the forgetting factor'is kept constant and equal to unity, we have the ordinary 
l~t sqµares·rne~li<?d~ It i~ n~t recursive, so the covariance matrix as well as the 
cross-covariance vector hive to be calculated from scratch at each time increment. 
To-add.to this .comput~tionat :expense,. the covariance ,matrix· needs to .be inverted at 
each(time,step'.c:.This-isatime consuming; ineffective way.ofsolving the ... 
parameters;.-~speciallyjf the ARMA orders become large. Recursive formulations 
for updating the covariance matrix and cross-covariance vector will be presented 
next. 
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3.2.1. Recursion for updating the covariance matrix 
The reGursion for updating the covariance matrix is shown below: 
N-1 
; - ' . ,.. ·-· ,-<I> LA;N-l-k¢ ¢" 'N-1 - - •· .. k k 3.13 
k=O 
First, isolate the term, corresponding to k = N - 1: 
~- '" 
<l>N-1 = ...t[~f"'2-i'~k¢~J+ ¢N-1¢Z-1 
k=O 
3.14 
then recognise\.tqafthe term between the square brackets is the previpus value of 
"" . . -· ~· ·~ ·- ' . . . ' t 
the covariance- matrix: -
. . . . .. _~.- . ·,. 
<l>,v . .'.:1 ::::,4<1>N..:2+ ¢N"-1¢Z-1 3.15 - -t '•-. 
··:.\; .. t .. r" ·.' 
3,2_.2. -· -Recursion for _updating the cross-covariance vector 
_It is: also possible to '1'.1pdate the cross-covariance vector in much the same way as • 
the covariance ma~rix. 
- N-1 . 
c.. - - ~ .1N~l-k ,/, • 
0 N-I =\"-'.A. · W'kYk 
k=O 




0,v_j =A: L _t"~2-k ;k.Y:-+ ¢f.1-1Y~-l 3.17 
:k=O 
Recognise thanhe term between the square brackets is the previous value of the 
~~-:· •• ~, ,·: ' •• ····~ ...... (·: .".'·.'-·• .:: ••• '." •• -~. .:: y ; ~ 
cross;;;covanance matnx: .. ·. - · ··· ' 
6)~~I~ ...t0~~2·+·,;~;y~~l ~, 3.18 
3.2.3. Inverting the covariance matrix using the matrix inversion lemma 
:I. ····:·; .... o,">:~·:<'' _ -
The matrix inversion lemma states that, if A and B are two positive definite M x M 
mat.rices_ and P is. alsg,_a .positive d~finite ,N_ >< N,"matrix. and Cis .a-;M x Nmatrix 
withthe.following relation between the matrices A, B, C and D-: 
A = n-1 + cv-1c" 
then the foverse of A-is giverl'bY: 
,·_·· 
A'1'= B-B€~D+ c" BC)-l c" B 
Ifwe now set A= <l>N_1, n-1 = A.<l>N_2 , C = tf>N-t and D = 1 and use these 
d~finitions ifrthe recursive equation for the covariance matrix then the inverse of 
the covariance matrix is: 
3.19 
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Define the covariance matrix as: 
. ~ . 
P. A,;-1 N-1 = "'N-1 3.20 
.( 
and the gain vector: 
3.21 
·.-.. ';'-/ "' 
With these definitions of th~ gain vector and the inverse of the covariance matrix 
we can rewrite equation 3 .19 in a form for updating the inverse of the covariance 
µ:iatrix: .. . ... 
PN-1 ~,i-ip~-2 :x1KN-1tf>Z_)'N-2 .. ') ,. 
PN-1 = ,i-1[ P.v_!~ .:.... K!V-1tl>Z-1PN-2] 3.22 
From the equat~or:iifor the gain vector (3 .21) and equation 3 .22, the .definition for 
the gain vector is: 
KN-1 +KN-1X1 ¢!~1PN:..2t/>N:..1·= Z1 PN-.;.ii/JN~i:' · 
Kw-1 =(X1PN~2 _J-IKN-1tf>Z_,PN_z}¢N-1 
, :'.p~_;(>N_·; , , :: ~ i . )'.23. 
The gain vector is thus defined by the product of the tap-input vector, (>k, and the 
inverse of the covariance matrix. 
3.2.4. Updating the tap-weight vector 
In this section we deduce the equation for updating the tap-weight vector. We 
know that: 
thus we can write: 
A -1 
8N-1 = <f)N-IE)N-1 
=PN-10N-I 
= A.J>N-IE)N-2 +PN-1tf>~-1y;_, 
Replace only the first term of PN-t with its definition. 
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; . ·.· 
8 = 8 + K (y· - "'" 8 ) N.,-1 N-2 . - N-1. N-:1· 'l'N-'I' N._-2 3.24 
Defi_ne the conjugate· of th~_ innovation or a prio1'.(~stimation error as the t,e~ 
between brackets : 
• • H A 
a -y -"' B N-1 - N-1 'l'N-1 N-2 
¢'.t ?# a = - "· N-1 YN.,.I ' 1'{~1 N•2 '3.25 
The a posteriori estimation error is then defined as : 
' ' ·.. t ?# 
e = y - "' "· N-1 .. N-1 _'l N-1 N-:1 3.26 
Recogni~e this as the sam~ t!IJPr that we .. used ~riginally in the cost function. 
· :- ~ :·~. .·:·~ .. -"r. ,~ ~·o:__,: ;~_· ~., ·.· • 
. , • . 
.. 
:".: .' 
'~ .. '. : ' ( . . 
. : 
"1 ," "'' 
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3.2.5. Weighted RLS algorithm (with constant forgetting factor) 
The WRLS algorithm can be summarised as follows: 
Innovation:" -· 
Update gain vector: 
Update parameters: 
,. ~ . 
Input estimate: 
i. ,. 
3.3. VARIAB·r.:E-FORGETTING ·FACTOR (VFF). ALGORITHM 
During the derivation of the_ weighted RLS with constant exponential weighting 
factor we assumed' that 0 < i_:S; I anl A.= A.k = A.k-t fork= 0 ... N -1. 
'<>: n·~,·',• ":"<. !~:~;.:',-~ /... • ~' • ·~· • i"·. - ; •' r_'~ • J.~ ' '• ••' • • : .~ •• • ",,_: (~ • _' __ .• 
We shiµl now derive an' algorithm for varying the length of the memory of the 
weighted, RLS algorithm. A VFF will enable us to select a forgetting factor close 
to unity f9r:stat~9nary si~als ·or a smaller forgetting fa~tor for non-stati_onary 
signals. The first- step will be to obtain a recursive equation for the cost function or 
error information based on the estimation error (a posteriori error). 




Isolate the term correspondh1g to N .i I. 
k=O 
- '·.; .~- ' ·. 
., ... ,· 
Recognisethat the·tertn inthe'surilmation represents-the pteVidus value of:the cost 
funetiori.> · · ~- ·, - · '·. •. -~-- - ·• ~ ·. · · · / n (' :\-' ,( i -
J < ·:. : :' ' . ~-- . ~-. ·<1 2 
EN_1 (B)~AEN_2 (B)+le.v_1 I 3.27 
Write tlie_.estirilatfon error in terms of the gain vector and the innovation. 
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ek = Yk - t/J~~ 
', = Yk """. t/J~ (8;_1 + Kkak) ., 
= Yk - t/J~~-1 - t/J~Kkqk 
= ak.- t/J~Kkak .. 
ek = (1-t/J~Kk},f!k 
Equation 3.27 now becomes: 
• ' ' ., •.• ,j> ' 
Ek(B) :i:: AEk_1 ( 8) + ( 1.:- ¢~K~)2 a;.· 
But a; is a· scalar, thus: 
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'<'·' 
.. •"'• ··c-. 
3.29 
Define· the variable forgetting factor, A.k, so that it will compensate for the new 
error informati~p at each step k. Thus we have Ek= Ek-t = ... = E0 • Set A.= A.k in 
3 .29 and isolate A.k on the left hand side: 
A.k = [Ek(O)- ai(l-t/J~Kk)2 ]/Ek_1 (8) 
Remember that Ek = E1e_1 = ... = E0 so that the VFF (variable forgetting factor) is 
given by: 
>:> .. • ·~ • i~ , . t,'. t· ' •. 
Ak =,l-:.~i(l.-:,~~Kk)2/§0 (8) . . 3.30 
' . "', ,, . ~ ·. ~ . . - ·, . ' ~ 
Notice that, when the e~timation error (ek) is small, the value of A.k will be close to 
" ',. i: i , . ' ' 
unity. This .. iinplies ·a tong memory, because Haykin [56] defines the memory of the 
algorithm as M = _l___; ·This is .. exactly what we want when analysing stationary 1-A. . 
s.ignals,, For a large .estimation error the value of A.k will be smaller than unity, 
implying a shorter memory terigth. This will allow faster tracking in non-stationary 
environments. 
Note however that fc)r some apJ51icatiOns·:We may need a certain minimum memory 
siz~:- In ·these cises'iffs· recommended that a minimal memory length be defined as 
being equal to twice the sum of the poles and the zeros [ 56] of the AR and MA 
~odels respectively. 
A. _ = 2(p+q)-1 
nnn 2(p+q) . 
where p=poles in AR model and q=zeros in MA model. 
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Ways to select an appropriate value for £ 0 (the error information) will be discussed 
in chapter 4. · 
3.4~ WHITE NOISE & PULSE INPUT ALGORITHM 
when deriVing th~ classical RLS algorithm it was ~sumed that the input signal (Uk) 
to the filter is a ~~r<;> mean, white, gaµssian ,noise pro.cess. Thisjs however not true 
when modelling the speech process. Two input models are commonly used for 
m()dellipg '.spee~h. ;. A ttuli;e inpu(signal is 'geQerally. assumed Jor vowel sounds and 
11.-white noise input signal fQr generating fricative sounds, . We shall now use the . 
symbol 'il; to fop'tesent a'white noise" input signal and u: for a pulse input 
sequence. Thus the total resulting input signal is: 
3.31 
With the estimation error defined as follows: 
and cost function: 
N'l" I 
EN_,(B) = f lN-1~klekl2 
k=O 
N-1 
If we assume ergodicity then Lu; = E{ u;} if N ~ oo. This implies that the cost 
k=O 
fun~tion W;ill·oply-cont~ittpe.pulse-related part of the input sequence, because · 
if N ~oo 
. . ~ ... · 
The following _cost function has to. be minimized: 
• • • ,. ~- ' ·, > 
3.32 
i" 
Substitute. e," =-Yic "-'}\ .,..,fifwith k =:0 ... N -1and3.4 into 3.32. The normal 
equation is given below: 
. ' 
~ ;· \ . 
'i;. 
In matrix form: 
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\ 
.·.k:d.0 ... N-1. · 3:34 
Where: 
N-1 
'¥(1) = L 2N~l~k <A(t)u;, 
. 'ki:O '''· . ·.·• . . 
3j5-
' 
is the tim'e averaged: cr6ss..:covariance vec~or due 'to a. pulse input signal> 
' ' ' ~~ :!;"· ' • I ~ .,, 
·> . 
The equations for'updating the covariance 'matrix and· gain vector :'stay thcf same 'as 
in the case of the'WRLS..: VFF without the input estiriiatioff scheme. ·.The derivation 
for updating the: parameters will follow: .. •·. . 
. ), : 
0,. . .rh~I. 0 .rh-1 UJ; · N-1 = -vN:...j "N~I -..,-N-ITN-1 
= PN-10N~I· -PN_l'l'N~I,. 3.36 
= PN-1[0N~1:-:- 'l'N-1] i. 
Replace 0N-i ==···20,v:_2;+</>N~1y;_1 and 'l'N-t = .it'l'~_2 + t/>N_1u;Jjto obtain: 
' " .' ~ •oi ' . 
8N~I = PN~I'[ ieN~2 + tf>N-~Y;~I -i'l'N-2.:.. tf>N-111;:_1] 
= wN_leN-2 + PN-1 tf>N-1Y;-1 -wN-l 'l'N-2 - PN-1 tf>N-lu;:_I 
R.eplace PN-I = 1~1 [PN_2 .:... KN_1;z_1PN_2J in the te~s containing the foigetting 
f .-•. -: "·,. factor. · · 
BN-1 = PN-20N-2 - KN-I tf>Z-1PN-20N-2 + PN-1 tf>N-1Y~-I 
-PA'-2'l'N~2 -K~-1</>Z':_iPN-2 \pN-~ ·..:c PN-1tf>N-1u'l-1: · 
Replace BN_2 = PN_2[0N_2 - 'l'N_2] (from equation 3.36). 
A A H A • • 
0 = B -K "' 0 +P. "' y -P. "' u 1 N-1 N-2 N-1 'l'N-1 N-2 N-1 'l'N-I N-1 N-1 'l'N-1 N-1 
We also recognize a further simplification by using KN-t = PN_1tf>N-t · 
3.37 
We now have the equation for updating the parameters when the input to the filter 
is defined as either white noise or periodic pulses. Note that by subtracting the 
pulse input signal from the new estimation for the parameters, the influence of pitch 
pulses can be removed. 
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tn: their work of 1982~ Morikawa and ,f ujisaki · ['?] use the estimated error, 
ek = Y1c· ~ ¢>~ {J;, as al).iriput signal fo ~heir S:t;:~ m"i~thoq (Siinultcµieous 
" . ' . • "• • •• • ' ' . ' • -, ' : ~ • .• ' - • • r~ . ' • • •. . ' ,..--
Estimation ARMA). They assumed, like we did when developing the WRLS, that 
the excitation source of the vocal tract produces purely white noise. 
Miy&iaga et al. [111 proposed a methocl to estimate both white noise and pulses for~ 
·the input signal. They used two adaptive algorithms to do this. The first algorithm : 
is µsed ·to ·estimate the parameters and .compute ~he optimal estimation error and its · 
covariance. The second algorithm.is used to cbmpute the actual estimation error ' 
and, by using the covariance of the optimal estimation error, decides whether the 
input is white noise or·a;pulse. In a latet paperfl2Jthey.extended their method to 
include estirp.ation of non-stationary parameters .. 
. - • : ~ ' '· ~· i 
We shall use the method proposed by Ting and Childers [14]. It is similar to the 
one ofMiyanaga et al. [11], but uses the VFF to decide on white noise or pulse 
input. Thus only one instead of two adaptive processes is required. 
• 
During the derivation of the VFF we pointed out tha~, .for a large estimation error, . 
. the VFF becomes small and vice versa~ A sudd~n very'small value for the VFF will 
indicate the occurrence of a pitch pulse. By defining a lower threshold for the 
: forgetting factor (10 ) we can selecf a pulse input signal if .lk < 1 0 and a white noise 
input for .lk ~ 10 . 
·Miyanaga eta/.:[ll] showed that the magnitude of the pulse is approximately the 
. same~ that ofthe iQDoyation. Thus we have uf = yk - ¢>~8;_1 and u; = O if 
:.lk <lo. 
The white noise input is selected when .lk ~ 10 by using the method of Morikawa 
and Fujisaki [7] .' i Thus ·~e ~ave. ui = 0 'and ·fi; = y k : ¢>~ 8; = a k ( 1 - (>~K k) . 
·."' 
' :··./.· 
~, ',. . ', r 
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3.4.1. WRLS-VFF algorithm with input estimation 
.: The WRLS-VFF algorithm with1h1pl1t esilination is summarised as follows: 
Innovation: 
Update gain vector:· 
Input estimation: -- · 
~ ' ' 
Update parameters: 
·.. : '! ":~ : ' ' : ' 7 
·/: 
: : ~ . 
(Pulse inpiit) - : . · 
u; =·0 _ f.,. 
Up -y . ,1,.t;, k ~ k - 'l'k Uk-I 
(White noise input) 
u; = ak(l- fS~Kk) 
u: =0 
,. ,. (• H" ,..·) 
, Ok.=,f!k-1 +Kk Yk -fSk (}k-1 -u/ 
.. ' ._,, -. 
:.' 
'. 
'.fhe block,d:iagtam ~fth~:WRLS~Yey,is shown in figure 3.8. ·.· . , 
U1c,, , ,. • . ___ Spee~".' , "'- ,. .Yk 








Figure 3.8 Blockdiagram of the WRLS-VFF algorithm. 
. ~ ' .- ' 
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3.5. COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
The complexity analysis of the WRLS-VFF is presented in Appendix D. The 
algorithm requites approXimately 5(p + q )2 + 9(p. + q) ·multiplications and additions 
(flops) per data poi~t.·· Ifwe compare this with the complexity of the Marple block 
technique (ofpN flops per block), it is clear that with increasing data samples (N) 
the computation for the WRLS-VFF will become excessively large. This is the 
main disadvantage of the WRLS-VFF. H~wever, if a fast algorithm is developed 
for the WRLS-VFF, it may reduce the computational complexity to O(pN) for 
analysing N data points. The least squares lattice (LSL) algorithm by Lee et al [34] 
already doesthi~.for,the normal weighted RLS method. Such a fast algorithm will 
have to proVide a more efficient way of computing the update of the covariance 
matrix, which takes up the largest slice of the computational time. In a method 
proposed by Gavrishchuk arid Starkov· [33] they d~m to db exactly this, namely to 
reduce the number of operations required for calculating the covariance matrix of • 
the'estimatiort errors. . . .• . ; .''. 
3.6. CONCLUSION 
The contributions of this chapter are: 
• · · · 'A recursive ARMA param~tet estimation algorithm, the WRLS-VFF [ 14 ], 
was derived. 
• ·The built-in· VFF enables the algorithm to~obtain asymptotically unbiased 
. parameter estimates for stationary ·signals by using a forgetting factor close to 
· unity-. ':For non.:.stationary signals a smaller FF is used, thus allowing faster 
tracking. 
• · An input estimation algorithm [14] was described.· It allowsfotboth white 
. noise and pulse input signals and Carl therefore eliminate the effect of pitch 
pulses 6n the estimated parameters.. · · _; · - ,,~ 
. -, .. 
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4.1. INTRQDU.CTION 
In this ch~pter some practical procedures for the implementation of the WRLS-
VFF algorithm to estimate ARMA speech parameters will be discussed. 
Techniques for choosing the order·.ofthe ARMA process aie:suggested. Jniiiatiori 
ofthe·covariance matrix and .the initial parattieter values ··is· discussed. A simple, yet 
effective~-' empirical· algorithm is introduced to:autoinatically. determine. the value of 
the error· infonnation. Minimum and threshold values for the forgetting factor are 
motivated. At the end of the chapter we include possible techniques to improve the 
tracking .of:certain nonstationaty signals, · 
4.2. MOD.El ORDER SELECTION .. 
. . '' . ,. l' _) .. 
While deriving the WRLS-VFF in chapter 3 it was assumed that the order of the 
unknown ARMA process was known beforeharid. ··.In this section we shall explore 
some practical ways for determining the order of the ARMA process before the 
WRLS-VFF is started . 
. · .. · 
In parametric estimation, choosing the correct underlying model order has 
important implications regarding the accuracy of the estimated parameters ([IO], 
[14]~ [51] and [SO]): It is know1nhat, if the ARotder selected is too·low, 'there 
will be too few poles in the estimated spectrum to adequately represent the real 
speech model. On the other hand, too many poles in the estimated model will 
result iiupurious peaks in the spectrum. A wrong estimate of the MA order may 
influence the estimates of the poles as well as that of the zeros ([51], [50]). 
Various order detennination Jechniques ·have.been proposed over the:years. 
Akaike introduced the final prediction error criterion ·(FPE) and later e:ttended it to 
the·Akaike· information criterion·[28]. ·Rissanen·[27J proposed the mirumum-. 
description length (MDL} criterion, which 'is an ·extension of the AIC crite·rion. 
Parzen [29] introduced the criterion autoregressive transfer function (GAT) .. 
Pukkila and Krishnaiah [32] showed that most of these criteria can be·expressed in 
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the form: 
. Method p.q ·= Wlog(~) + (p + q )/3 
where p arid q are the orders of the AR arid MA processes respectively. ~ is the 
variance of the estimation error and f3 is a nonnegative penalty term. The optimal 
order is found by minimizing this function. 
The AIC criterion is then defined by replacing P=,2: 
AIC p.q = Nl~g( ~) + 2(p + q) 
. . . 
The MDL criterion is defined by using f3 = log( N) . 
MDLp,q ::= Nlog( cru).+Iog{N)(p+q) 
Hannan (31] proved that the AIC criterion produces inconsistent estimates for the• 
ARMA model with white noise excitation. He also showed that the MDL criterion 
does produce ~ohsistent estimates 'of this niod~l. The MDL criterion ~11 thus be 
used in the discussion that follows. 
Morikawa (lo], ·Miyanaga [12], and Ting and Childers (1.4] propbsed·methods for 
detemiining the ·orders ·'of an ARMA process. the author suggests a combinatfoii of 
these: " · · · . · 
• . .::. 
• Determine the AR orqer by applying the MDL criterion to the first N samples... · 
of the speech. 
• Use this constant AR order in the ARMA WRLS-VFF algorithm while 
increasing the MA order from zero. 
• Obtain the smoothed spectrum by using the~cepstraLmethod.described'in 
chapter6. 
• Find the spectral distance between the smoothed spectrum and the ARMA 
spectru~ .. · 
• The optitnuhi value for the MA part is ~elected when the spectntl distance is ·~ 
Inirumum. ; 
This procedure for estimating the ARMA order of the model is not optimal, 
because we determin~ th.e AR and.MA orders separately. The correct procedure 
would be to determine both the AR and· MA orders simultaneously. However, 
Morikawa·and Fujisaki showed that an order estimation error of ±2 does· not . · . 
generate large discrepancies in the estimation of the pole and zero frequencies. If 
the above procedure is selected over the optimal method, a maximum of p+q passes 
of the WRLS-VFF algorithm are needed instead of the otherwise p x q passes. 
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4.3. INITIALIZA TIQN,' 
A (ewvariables-need to be set:at initiation of the WRLS-VFF: . 
• : According to Ting and Childers[l4] and Haykin [56] the iriitial value of the 
. covariance.matri~_may be set to Po.= oi, with er. a large positive number. A too 
· small value f()~ u Will slOw down the rate of convergence of the algorithm. 
Morikawa and .Fujisaki Fl showe4 however that the· convergence properties.·. 
are not· significantly affected, as long as Po is large compared. to the varianc~ of 
the ·source signal, -1/Jt ... These results were verified by a .statistical analysis on the 
· initiation of the RLS •algorithm by Hubing .and Alexander [16]. In summary, we 
can say that the ~hoice of Po is based on practical experience with the RLS 
algorithm. For large data records the exact value is, however, unimportant. 
• The initial estimation of the" parameter vector may be set to Zeto (Bo = 0 ): 
• The error inf~~~ti9_n, E0 (sum of the esti~ation errors), c~ be calculated. 
before the wRLS'~VFF aigorithm is stafied:. Ting and Childers [14] suggested .. 
use ofa LPC method ona trame or two to determine a suitable valu~. In their 
tests on. short. segm~m~s of speech they used a constant. ~alue of I 06 for 
estimating the speech7parameters .. They also. stated that the algorithm is 
- '· . ' ' . J .~ - ' • . ' 
insensitive to the v,a]ue E0 ; as long as it is large enough. The author discovered 
that this is not 'true and shall explain the reasons/or this in the next section. 
. -
• A miriimum value for the forgetting factor can be defined .. ·'This Wiil prevent the 
memory of the algorithni from becoming shorter than. a: specified number of 
samples. We follow the reco.mmendatiO!lOfHaykin [56] and choose: 
_ .,i . = 2(p :+- q) - I .. 
· nun 2(p+q); . 
If ..t <A.min then w~ set l = A.min. This value of A.min corresponds to a memory 
length of 2(p + q) samples~ which is the minimum that is req~ired for 
. ;',( . . r"/··· ,' ·., .. r : · ... ·: , • ' 
convergence of the RLS algorithm [ 56]. 
. -,,,_-, ..... 
• The threshold value for detecting different input signals was determined 
experimentally. We use a value of A.0 =A.min +.01 throughout the rest of this. 
document. · ·· · 
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4.4. COMPUTING-THE FORGETTING FACTOR 
Ting and Childers [ 14] tested the WRLS-VFF only on short segments of speech. 
In their paper they concluded that the algorithm is insensitive to the error 
information, E0 s as!fong as it~·vafiieis large enough. If we look at the equation for 
the variable forgett~ng fac~~r (3.,30),i.e.:, A.k =;, 1-az(l ~ tP~Kk)2jEo{8)_ we see 
that if E0 become~ eic~ssi\rety large(E0 >> l~kl2 ) th~n the. memori;ofthe algorithm 
is close to infinite (A.k ~I). In such a case the parameter values will be identical to 
that obtained by the ordinary least squares method, without a forgetting factor! 
This is· dearly not what we intend with ·the WRLS-VFF. 
The memory ofthe_.~S-VFF algorithm i~ influenced by two factors (Hubing [15]): c . . . . 
(I) The value of the error information which is set at constant at the initiation of the 
algorithm. 
(2) The detected degree of stationarity of the parameters being tracked. 
If the algorithm is tested on short speech utterances, the appropriate constant value 
for the error information can be obtained by using an LPC technique to determine 
the SUili of the· estimated errdtsiover one or tWo frames. when extracting'• 
parameters of a large speech database, this is not a practical option. The author 
the_refore coqsidere<l various way~ of automatically setting the value of the error 
information.· ·One of these Will be discussed next. 
After testing the WRLS-VFF 'c)n speech by using a constant. value for_ the error 
information, we noticed that tracking· deteriorated -in' the unvoiced. regions.,. The 
problem was.that the specific constaQt_y~ahi,e,of £ 0 .:w~to_o.hi~forJrackingthe. 
low energy signals, Althought~e c~oice 9f ~o· coulq be perfect for the voiced (3Jld 
• ' ' ,. •. • t ·'~· '.;,, _;_ ', ' " ~ .' ;;•; , . T ·::.~ <' , ( .' ~ ;-•• : 
thus higher energy) speech, it caused A.~ to be very close to unity when the 
estimated error ( e k) becomes small. The reader might argue that this is exactly 
what we want - a longer memory during times where the estimation error is small -
and·weagreei-· the magrutude·ofthe estimation error is however related to that of 
the speech ,s!gnal be~rig followed._ Thus, for a sofily_.pron~unced part of the speech 
theestirriation"error would.be less'.than·would be the ·ca~~ if'tlie.sanie segment is 
spoken in a::10119er :voice.·. :The. above fact lead .me to the following equation .to. >\ 
detemµne the value ,of E0 at each instant ,k. : 
·- '- ' '-. ,, 
Ek= leiV·+7 x'Gk. 
Where Gk is the gain of the estimated ARMA filter and corresponds to the standard 
deviation of the estimated white noise input signal. The recursive computation of 
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the ·G; Will oe'disd1ssed'in t later'paragfaph: The constant multiplier of seven (in 
front of Gk) wa~ qetermined ,experi_me.ntally . 
.-· \.' • .' .. ·. ' • . ,·' . - . J ' .. 
Initially the algorithm skips p (the number of poles) samples at the beginning of the 
analysis interval. , This is done in order to fill the elements of the input vector so 
that: · ' - · . · . 
. ".,,,._ 
' ,. . -·> 
f/J~ ={.:..Yp-1 -y1'_;_2 ""'"Yo U~1 · -il~2 uft-q] 
,, 't ' 
= [~Yp-i -yp_2 • ••• -y0 0 0 ··· o] 
The computatio~ ?fthe ARMA parameters thu~ start at.time_kTP.: · 
4.6 .. COMPUTING"·THE GAIN OF THE ARMA FILTER 
:' 
p q A 
Yk = -:Lak(i)Yk-i + :Lbk(i)uk-i +uk 
i=I i=I 
Here the filter input uk is scaled to account for any filter gain. In such a case the 
sequence uk will not have unit variance anymore, but a variance of~ . Let us 
l 
rewrite 2.3 in a form where uk has a unit variance, but" without changing the value 
ofA(O) =I. .We do.this by normalising -uk with its .standard deviation u;,. at time 
•' ,~ - . - { :· 'i' . .- ~;i ~-~;. ,; .. -' . ·. 
k, and introducing a gain factor Gk: · · 
'·· . 
,P ,q. A 
Yk = -Lak(i).Yk-1 + :Lbk(i)9ku;_; +Gku;. 
- . ' i=i . .. ,,.~ i~t"'·.: t/ ~-. ,' ·' ~~ . 
Note_thafthe gain-seqtience;Gk·.,can change with time~· as the variance of uk 
ch~ges .. tet,~k. = ,G :;;; : 'th~9 th~ ~an,~~~ 9t Uk :is -~-' =' d; ~: . ~·at;. b The v_alue of 
. . . ' .. ' •, •.. '• ··; .. . ,,• ,., .. ' • . ' '. ' ... ·.· ' l . ' ' l . . '"''. . 
Gk is t})e ·standcu;d.deviation 'ofthe estimated.input to the filter and is also· the gain 
of the estimated ARNfA filtefatli'ilie'k." . ' ' ' 
/ 
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Recursive computation of the gain of the filter 
·For art infiriitememofy'lengtll;the gain ofthtHilter can be computed recursively 
using the following equation (Oppenheim and Schafer (55]): 
. [ . . . .( )2] . . N l N Ai . F N A . ~ --- -- U--· U··-· 
Ut - N - l N~~ k N ~ k . 
. . . . k-1 . . k:-:_1 . t 
· 1 _N A2 r -·" ·( N A ) 2 ~t =-.. -I:uk- (' ·· ) Luk N - 1 k=1 N N - 1 ' . k=I N>l I 4.1 
The author modified this equation for computing the gain of the filter recursively by 
using a sliding window of constant length (i.e. shorter memory). For 
k $. Window we use ilie foilowing defiriitions: · · 
' . . . . . . 
or for k~ Window 
N N-1 
m;.. = L"k = L"k +uN ····or for k 5,·Window 
k=I . k=1 
For k >Window we use: 
Th~ variance of.ii1 (and thus its standard:deyiation).can then be ()btaiped by 
evaluating the foUowing tecui:sive equation for k = 1 ... N: . -,~ k. 
0 
.. 2 







k:;Window " ~. "' . 
Where Window=the length (in samples) of the sliding window used in the gain 
computation. -The thoice of the window length is importarit: · If the window ·is too ' 
long~ the ·gain of the filter'Will'\'ary slowly with time, and" fluctuations over 
voic.ed/unvoiced re'gtorts '.fuay:be missed; . On the other hand, if the window is too 
short,":peaks:ihi8htbccurin~theigfiln•sequ·ence as aresult·of pitch·pulses·in the·: 
voiced'tegions. 'lri our tests~oti re'al'speech we chose'the window'length to be at 
least two pitch periods iri' length. 
;,i.:. 
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4. 7 .. IMPROVING PARAMETER:tRACKING 
• •• . f • ;. • . .· . '•· ·• ~., ' '. • - • . 
. i . 
", 
In applying a linear technique, 1Iike the RLS, ,there is always the possibility. ofo1.·1 
rapid clrange·in:the·speech:signakto be followed. In these circumstances a linear 
approach is incapable of tracking the signal across the discontinuity. Typical 
manifestations of:such.~dis9ontimiities in speech occur when voiced. speech'is .· 
followed by.:an unvoiceq region (Le: fricative sounds likeJ£', /s/;/w/, /vi).'.'' · 
Although .~Nineaf method: cannot follow :the signal ~when the ·discontinuity occurs, it 
can follow a non-stationary signal afterwards, if the adaptation method is fast 
enough. 
Morikawa and Fujisaki [7] showed that the time for convergence of the RLS 
algorithm in regions of unvoiced speech is much longer than in voiced speech. · 
They specify a convergence interval of about 5 times the ARMA order for voiced 
speech and about 20 times the ARMA order for unvoiced speech. Although the 
WRLS-VFF algorithm converges much quicker than the RLS method used by 
Morikawa and Fujisaki, it still converges more slowly in unvoiced regions than in 
voiced parts. This is true even if the error information is chosen with 
Ek =lekl2 +1xGk. 
If we can determine the onset of an unvoiced speech region accurately and then 
reset the covariance matrix to its initial value (at this point) the memory of the 
algorithm will be cleared. If u (in Pc, = ol) is chosen large enough, then 
convergence will be much faster than can be achieved by just varying the forgetting 
factor if the memory is retained. 
We shall now discuss a very effective method for determining voiced/unvoiced 
boundaries in speech. 
A Fractal Method 
In applying the WRLS-VFF to continuous speech, it became necessary to develop a 
way to detect voiced/unvoiced Jumps in the speech signal. A discontinuity from a ' 
voiced to unvoiced part of speech can be defined as a place in the speech signal 
where the WRLS-VFF will loose track of the signal. 
One way to detect these instances is to compare the estimated signal to the original 
speech. When the error between these two signals becomes larger than a 
predefined limit, a discontinuity, that cannot be followed fast enough, is defined. 
Another method will be to count the zero crossings in the original speech signal. 
The start of a region where the count is high can then be defined as a 
voiced/unvoiced boundary. 
We propose a method based on work done byBoshoff[44] and Boshoff & 
Lehmensiek [46]. The idea is to determine the local fractal dimension of the 
sampled speech signal by using a fast box count algorithm. A value for .the fractal 
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dimension greater than a"predefine4 threshold indicates a discontinuity.::' Thew · · ' . n 
complexity of the box count algorithnl compares favourably with that· of zero 
crossing rate [ 44]. A further advantage is that the mean of the signal is not need~d !. 
in the computation as in the case of zero crossing rate. It is also much easier to ·,~; ; ' 
determine a threshold value for the fractal dimension, than a threshold value for'the • ,, 
error between the esthnated tihd>original signals. . .. , -~;:· ,:_) 
' :i. .' ! ' . ~ "' ~ . . . - ' . ~ , • ,-. ' 
• ··. ·. :i'. .• , .•.. ·" .. ··• ...... · i.M::t<'.1:: Ft~r~ 4.9 and 4.11/~h:~\V p~ of.~ SR~e~?,~~-~,~~ence ~"~~e~,.~,Y sens~ of hum,o~t;;·~~. ;,:;: 
could evolve a bett~r!a1'ii.;'.l'~~~·c9i:resp?A~~.ng ~~ctal d~~11s10n, asje~t1!11ated. BY.:l!:Ji~(\ 
using the.above.f~i~oo~:'.caµndechiliqu¢;Us showni~Jigures 4:Jo:~iliiff4;·.iri·:·"·1) ~ .•. 
) 
-·... . ·.~··; ·~ :· __ ;.~~··~~.- :-~.-·~·-'.· ... - ":r~t.>·:~~- ~-~--- ·- ·a.~:-i:· -.. . _:~;;·_-.-.;~f, ·. · .... -3~"!'. :_ 
,:··-~ '.• - ;~ i.; ' <"' 
\ 
... 
· .. :; 
" 
"'· 
''· .. , 
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Figure 4.9 , Speech signal of "evtm my sense of hum-". 
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. Figure 4.10 Fractal dimension of "even my sense of hum-". 
' .. 
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From these results it is clear that: 
~ T}te fra~tal qirn~nsion becomes a va,lue close to two during silent parts in the 
sp~ech sigiial. ' See for instance the beginning of tJie sentence and the stop 
sound I cl in "could". · · 
•· Unvoiced sounds like the /s/ in "~ense", the /fl on "of', /ve/ in "evolve" force 
the fractal dimension up. 
! •.. 
By defining the threshold value as I. 6, we' see that all the above mentioned· 
unvoiced :sounds and silences Will be discovered. 
4.8. COMPARING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS 
In the next few paragraphs we discuss different sequential algorithms with the aim• 
of comparing their performances in the next chapter. 
SEARMA 
The ,Simultaneous Estimation of AutoRegi:essive and Moving-Average parameters 
(SEARMA-method) was first introduced byMorikawa and Fujisaki [7] in 1982. 
This algorithm is basically the ,same as the conventional RLS algorithm, but with 
the. fq~~el!ing fa~t9r a ~.nstant and equal to unity. The input estimation algorithm 
ass,Umes. oajy a _white noise input Thus to summaiis~: 
Input estimation: u" = y" - tP~ 8; 
~onstant forgetting factor: A. = I 
" ' 
CRLS 
We considered the ConventionalRLS algorithm fo detail in a preVious chapter. It 
differs fronuhe SEARMA 'method only to the ·extent that a constant exponential 
weighting (forgetting) factor; With ·a value between zero and orte; :is used. In 
summary: 
. -~; 
Input' e~tittlatipn: • ... ·. u~ = y" :_·t/J~ tJ; 
Constarit forgetting'factor: o < A. < I 
MRLS ·. 
The. Modified. WRLS .~gorithm i~ :an CRLS algorit~ but with a· variable .. 
forge~tingSactor [I 4L The error ipfonn'!.Ji()n, E0; is chosen .at initiation and s~ays 
~or:istarit throughout :th~adaptatjon pr~~~s:( ~e~.the··deriyation. of the .vatjable 
forgetting· factor) .. fhe input process is still a white noise process. We summarise 
the MRLS method: 
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·u" . y "'' ~­
. k =· k - 'l'kok 
O<A.<1 
constant, chosen at initiation. 
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The Weighted RLS algorithm ~th a Variable forgetting factor was originally 
developed by Ting and Childers [ 1'4 ].; 'Th~ d~t~l of the algorithm is covered 
extensively throughout this document. It differs from the MRLS method in that the 
input estimation algorithm allows for a white noise or a pulse input signal. The 
summary follows: 
Input estimation: 
Variable forgetting factor: 
Error;infon:n~tipn: 




u;~ ak(1'"'" ¢~K/) · 
u: =0 
0 < A.k <l 
constant, chosen at initiation. 
The fractal WRLS is a WRLS-VFF algorithm, with a fast box count algorithm 
(Boshoff (44]) included to allow better tracking of the poles and zeros in unvoiced 
speeClf regions: Wherfdfe fractafdimensioh b'fthe' speeth signal becomes greater 
than· a 'specified )limit·( usually in. unvoiced speech ·Fegions); 'the covariance matrix 
and parameter vector are reset to their initiation values. This results in a loss of 
memory,.by, the· algorithm:.so. that,. when: calculation .of -the parameters ·continues,. it 
behaves as if the algorithm had just started. The influence of previously analysed 
voic~d:'~p~ech regions isl thus forgotten, with the result that better tracking of the 
unvoiced _sp~ech region is possible~ 
~ ~ '} ·_, 
We atso 'infrpduce .i{pro"~eduil to vary the error. infonnation' according to the gain 
of the estiiriiited"'ARMAfitter. · This",iiikethe fractal:dimension estimator, also 
allows better tracking of the poles and zeros in unvoiced speech regions by 
choosing a more representative (smaller) value for A.k. The influence of previously 
analysed voiced speech regions is thus forgotten by shortening the memory with the 
use of a smaller forgetting factor. The result is quicker convergence in unvoiced 
speech. We can summarise the features of the FWRLS as: 






uf = Y1r - ¢~8;-1 
If A.1r ~ A.0 (White noise input) 
u; = ak(l- ¢~K1r) 
uf =0 
. V ariable{~~getting factor: 0 < A.1r < I 
Constant Fractal limit: If(FDk > F,imit) & (FDk-i s; F,;mi,) 
. . : ( 
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with.I < E;;;mn < 2 'the fractal limitjmposed on the recursion and EDk, the fractal • 
dimension of the. ·speech signal at time instant k. 
Error inforrilation: ·Variable ~cc0rding'to Ek';: le~l2 + 7 x Gk 
' .. ~ 
and with· Po = of the gain of the estimated ARMA filter corresponds to the 
standard deviation of the estimated white noise input signal. 
4.9. CONCLUSION . 
• '< .'_ • •• ~: ' t :.·: :,,,_\; ·. ;_f, ! .· ""· ' . ' 
'L ·, ! 
The initiation°q£.certain p8tfametersinfluence the rate 'Ofconvetgence, ,tracking 
capability and final· estimation error. (at -convetgence) ·of the WRLS:..:VFF -algorithm. 
• For quick converg~nceafter starting the algorithm, the covariance can be 
initiated with· Pa--':; of~' wbere CT has a large positive value. 
• To improve the convergence rate in unvoiced regions the error information is 
2 - - -., se~~cted as: Ek = lekJ + 7 x Gk. 
• Trackigg-ovef voicecJJµnvoic~d·bol}ndaries.can be.increased by;determining • 
these boundaries with a. fractal dimension estimator. The covariance matrix is 
tiien·i-riiti~ted to 'aiic>w :th~fastest 'j)i>ssible-tracking. 




In this·chapterwe·compatethe perfonnartce oftheWRLS-VFF algorithm to other 
sequential algorithms. The easiest way to do this is to judge the perfonnance of tl;le 
algorithms on synthetic speech. Another reason for using synthetic speech is that 
we can control the fonnant frequencies, bandwidths and excitation signal. We shall 
use the synthesizer proposed by Klatt [24] which was later refined by Pinto and 
Childers [25). · · · · · 
5.2 .. SYNTHESIZING SPEECH 
. ' 
.. -. . ~ -. 
Tu.ere is a qigital. fornt~t synthesizer at the heart of every speech synthesizer. The 
basic building block of a fonnant synthesizer is a digital resonator. The relationship 
between the· input and output· of a resonator is usually defined by the formant··· · . ·· · 
frequency F, and the resorumce bandwidth. B (Pinto and Childers [25], Gold and .. 
Rabiner [23 ]). · 
With rµ = e -'i,* and 8µ = 21CFpk 
, . , ·· .. , . : F:·. 
Fµ and B:,,C are the resonant frequency and bandwidth in Hz respectively, ofthe · -
k'th resonator. F:· i~Jhe samplin,g~fr~quenqy _in Hz ... 
. . . , . ~ ' 
Anti-fonnants (zeros) can be generated by an anti-resonator which is the mirror 
image of the fonnant resonator: 
.... -·. . . .~ 
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- llB'* 2 ;rF_ 
with r zk = e F, and (} zk = __ z1c_. 
F: 
Fzk and Bzk are the resonant frequency and bandwidth in Hz respectively, of the 
'· k'th resonator. F: is again the sampling frequency in Hz. 
? . . -. ~ ~ ,:· ' :·: ' 
To generate synthetic speech with multiple formants (resonance frequencies), the 




N is the number ofresonant frequencies. ·. 
. ' 
To generate speech signals with both formants and aqti-fomiants, connect the anti-
formant resonators in cascade with.the formant resonators .. 
Here M is the number of anti-resonal'lt frequerl'cies. · 
During the course of this project, we focus our attention on the study of two 
vowels (fil and /al), two nasal sounds (/mt and /trrl-fil) and two diphthongs (/i/-/al 
and lal-fil);. The input to the· resonator is a pulse train with a period of !Oms: 'The 
sampling frequency used for the synthetic speech is IOOOOHz. Table 5.2 shows the 
formant (~d .anti-formant) frequencies an~ bandwidths that are used to generate 
each of the~ synthetic speech signals. 
1. Potes . Zeros 
: 
Sound /pt /p2 /pl Bp,t Bp2 Bpl f zt 
- ·' 
syn- 270 2290 3010 75 95 120 
-
Iii 
syn- 730 1090 2240 60 85 110 
-
/a/ 
syn- 390 1250 2150 60 150 200 180 
/ml 
.· .. -, ··,' ', 
Table 5.2 Frequencies and Bandwidths used for generating the synthetic speech 
signals fil, (al and /ml. 
The synthetic speech signals for Iii (syn_i),/al (syn_a) and /ml (syn_m) are shown in 
figures 5.13, 5.15 and 5.17. The frequency responses of the synthetic speech 
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Figure 5.H F(equency -response of synthetic speech signal /ii (syn_ i). 
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'F:igure 5.ll'6 !Frequency :response of synthetic speeeh ''Sigruil /a/ (syn,_ a). 
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Figure 5.18 Frequency response of synthetic speech signal /ml (syn_m). 
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In order to generate the diphthong /al-Iii, the vowel /a/ was converted to an Iii by 
using a linear variation for the formants as shown in figure 5.20. The transition 
from one synthetiC sound to the next can be done by using the following equation: 
Here g is.a gain·f~cfor. Jf~rilien the resultitlg signal (syn_ai) will consist only ~f 
the signal, syn~ a. By letting g fade tQwards zero over a certain amount of time w~ 
can contr~l die transition fo the sign~. syn _i. When g=O then only the signal, 
syn_i, is present in the resulting signal (syn_ai). 
The synthetic speech signals for /al-Iii (syn_ai), and/Jti/-/il(syn_mi) are showtrin 
figures 5.19, and 5.21. Their respective 3-dimensional spectrograms can be found • 
in figures 5.20, and 5.22. 
. • •., 
'·1 • 
. _;_ . 
' ,. 
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Figure 5.20 Originai 3D·Spectrogram for the synthetic speech signal /al-Iii (syn_ai). 
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Figure 5.21 Synthetic speech signal /ml-Iii (syn_mi). 
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Figure 5.22 Original 30 Spectrogram the synthetic speech signal /m/"-/i/ (syn_ mi). 
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5.3~ EVALUATION CRITE,RIA& EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. ,. 
In this section the performance of several algorithms is evaluated and compared by 
using the previously. discussed synthetic speech signals. This ·evaluation will be 
made according to. two criteria concerning the location of poles· and zeros in the 
speech model, namely:. 
(I) The a~curacy of the frequency e$timation and 
(2) the accuracy of tl\e:bandwidth estiQtation. 
--- ' 
The following. definiti9ns .are used to (quantitatively) determine the frequency.· 








Ez = L F,;' 
i=I 72 
5.2 
where p and q are th~ nuIJ1ber of poles and zeros of the ARMA speech mode[ _ E P 
- : ' -
and Ez ar~ the total frequency esti~at~on errors associated with the estimation of 
the poles and .zerosrespecti:vely. Fa is the sampling frequency. M'pi and M'z; are 
the error distances {ih) of the estimated i'th pole and i'th ~ero, respectively, from 
their real locations: - ,._,.,..._., 
:· _.__:_ - . -- . ·- - -. . {_ - . - - ' - - ~ ' .. - . - -'. . ' 
To determine the bandwidth estimation error for the poles and zeros respectively 
we can calculatetlie root mean square (RMS)~error·between the o'riginal spectrum 
H( w) and the .~~ti~a~~d spectrum li(;.,) by u~ing the following deflnition (Pinto 
-· .... 
and Chilqers.[251.Morikawa and Fujisaki [9]): 
5.3 
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5.3.1. Pole-zero de,ectio~ and tracking 
The synthetic speech signal of Im/ (syn~ m) was analysed by means· of various -
algorithms in o~der to compai:e their ability to accurately .detect the loc;ations of-
poles and zeros. The results are shown in table 5.3 .. 
Because syn..;_m is a stationary signal, -~;value close to unity (0.99)for A was 
selected in the case·ofthe CWRLS. The values for E0 , in theMWRLS and 
WRLS-VFF algorithms, were determined experimentally, as was mentioned earlier. 
The upper threshold/limit for the fractal dimension was chosen as 1.5 in all the tests 
on synthetic speech. The fr~ctal method itself will have_ no -influence on the 
estilllatiC>n of the poles and ;zeros unless the fractal dimension of .the speech _signal 
increases above this threshold: This will only happen in silent parts ·of a real speech 
signal or when a sudden transient from high energy to low energy· occurs.' The 
effectiveness. of using the fractal dimension estiinat<>r will be pointed out when the 
tests on syn~ai are discussed, where the higher energy sigiial, /a/, is followed by the 
lower energy signal, ft/. 
SEARMA.• CWRLS MWRLS WRLS-VFF FWRLS 
J 1.0 0.99 Variable Variable Variable -. .. • .. 
- - - . -
... 
Amin - - 0.93 2(p+q)-1 2(p+q)-1 
- 2(p+q)_ .. """2('p:;:q) 
Ao - - ' A.min +0.01 - A.min+ 0.01 A.m~ +0.01 
- -
. 0.01S 0.2 Variable 
·Eo . ' 
F. - - .. - l.S .. 1 
Ep<%> 
O.S390 0.8847 0.6486 O.Sl60 0.27SO 
.. 0.7430 1.4S82 0.8984 .0.S018 0.2109 






Enns (dB)•· 2.486.S . :1 2.2840 1.9931 1.929S 1.9936 
Table 5.3 Comparison ofdifferent sequenfi~ algorithms on the detection of pole 
and zero locations in the synthetic speech signal /ml. 
From table 5.3 the following conclusions are drawn: 
• 
• 
the FWRLS obtains the best res~lts in deiec;ting and· tracltjng. the p~le; and zero 
frequem:ies .. The estimatfon errors associated. with. the ·pole and zero . 
frequen~ies are·l~ssthan half of those produced by the n~xt-best method, . 
namely the WRLS-VFF. 
The spectral. distance_ error (associated with the bandwidths of the poles and · 
zeros) is slightly less ·(0.07%) for ·the WRLS-VFF thah for the FWRLS 
algorithm. In speech processing this is ofless importance than the correct . 
estiinatfon of'-the formant/anti-formant freql.Jericies: · · · 
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• Notice that the SEARMA method does exceptionally well. This is because the 
signal under consideration is stationary over the whole analysis interval. 
In order to compare the capability of vario~s atgorithms to accurately track the 
variations of poles and zeros during a speech utterance the synthetic speech signal 
of /ml-Ii/ (syn_mi) is analysed. The results are shown in table 5.4. 
Since the exact contours of each of the test signals are kiloWll; t.he performance of 
the· algorithms can ~asily 'be, verified by· comparing the test results with jthe original 
formant/antiformant tracks. 
.,SEARMA ,CWRLS . . MWRLS WRLS-VFF, FWRLS 
.d• ,A.. l.O 0.96 Vl!riable Variable Variable 
' . r ·-: 
'. 
- -
.93 ,, ~ A. . 2()&q)-t 2(p+q)-t 
mm 2(p+q) 2(p:;:qf 
A.o - - A.min + 0. 0 l A.rnin.+_p.01 Amin +0.01 
'' 
Eo - -
0.001 0.2 Variable 
•. 
F, - - - - 1..5 ... 
15.48 : 5.4523 3.0610 10.9516 2.8899 
Ep<%> 
. ...• .. 
. . £"<%> 
3.1332 3.0298 5.3604 .. 2.2779 l.5262 
Enns<liB> 10.0054 9.7527 9.9474 9.7084 9.7711 -. 
Table 5.4 :comparison of different sequential algorithms on the detection of pole 
and zero locations in the synthetic speech signal /rn/-/i/.. , · 
Because syn_mi is not a stationary signal,).= 0.96 i~ selected in the C~S. 
metho9. In computing the frequency error for the deviation from the original zero 
trades, only_ ilie parts .. #1her~ zeros really"exist ate\ised.· Thus;the pitrt where only 
, .. ~: ~ r~ . ft ' ' - • • .... - -t .. 
the signal /i/ is present, is not used in the computation of Eq. 
F~om table 5. 4 the following coridusi6ns are ·drawn: 
• From the 5 methods tested, the FWRLS fares best again for estimating the pole 
• 
• 
.. and·zero frequencies. We can see that our proposed method for varying the 
value of E0 is very effective. It allows tracking in regions where the WRLS-
Vff. fails. 
Again the WRLS-VFF shows only._a slightly.bette~:·performance (only 0.07% 
better than_ the ~&l.on the spectral distance ei:ror. 
It i~ clear th~t th~ CwRLS arid MWRLS achieve better results than the WRLS-
VFF, in estimating the pole frequencies. They achieve this by insertingJhe 
excess zeros between the two higher frequency poles, in the part of the signal 
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where only the all-pole sound (/i/) exists. 
• The frequency estimation error for the zeros in the case of the WRLS-VFF is 
lower than that of the CWRLS and MWRLS methods . 
. . -, 'I - -. (-, 
In the last test on synthetic speech, the sig~;u ~yn ~ ai is used to s~~w the 
effectiveness ofusing th~' fractal .dimertsioti' estimator. The anaiys~d signhl consists 
of a high energy region (/al) followed by a much lowetenergy part (/ii), which is 
detected by the fractal dimension estimator. 
'f'· 
n ,_ I 
The results·are summarised in table 5.5. NotiCe that table '55 contains an extra 
column,to. (j~monstrate the effect of not µsing the fractal dimension estimator when 
there is ·a transient from higJi to lower energy speech. . · ' . 
SEARMA CWRLS MWRLS· WRLS-VFP: FWRLS 
" 






A. l.O l'.. ·'. 0.93 Variable ,. Yariabte Variable Variable .. .'. : '• 
A.min - - 0.93 
' 
2(p+q)-t 2(p+q)-t 2(p+q)-t 
'""2(p+qf '""2(p+qf '""2(p+qf 










- - ' - l.S . . '. 
'-· 
·-·-
. --~ . 
·Ep<%> 
~9.~129 29.01S9 29.0794 25.9842 3.6042 26.7368 
- - - - - -
Eq<%> 
E,,,.,«m> 9.3437 ; ~ 6.9477 :7.'5662 .·8.1077' 2.6630 .. ·:8.06~8.' 
.. 
Table 5.5 Comparison of different sequential :algorithnls on the detection bf pole 
and zerofodaiions iri'the s:Ynt'hetic speech signal /al-ft/. 
A very low value ( X= O~ 93}: is' ·selected for the constant' forgetting factor iri the . · 
CWRLS method.' 'This 'ailows· it to folfow'very·fa5t'changes in 'the non-statidriary 
signal. · : : · · · · · " •. · · · ' · · · 
Comparing the results in table 5. 5 shows the following: 
• The frequency error estimation for the FWRLS is more than 7 times lower than 
that of the next best method, namely the WRLS-VFF. 
• Even the spectral distance error is 2.5 times smaller than that of the closest 
method, namely the CWRLS. 
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• Without using the fractal dimension'..~stiipator, t_he error rates fall to almost the 
same as that of the WRLS-VFF. 
We conclude that in all three of the tests on synthetic speech the FWRLS did by far 
the best in estimating both pole and zero frequencies. The lowest error rates were 
recorded on stationary signals (EP = 0.2750% and Eq = 0.2109% on syn_m). The 
highest error rates were recorded on the non-stationary si~at'.With the transition 
from hlghto low en•~1~~-~,~~f ~l(!~f~~~-S~~~t J~~!~'.n~;,,.· ... • 
The WRLS-VFF achievedlhe,next"be·st·results~/Again:.tne·fowest.ierro·r rates were 
.- ~- ~;- .~~ ·~'.~'?. ":_-_ - '.·:::~~·~¢·. -~,~-_::.?·;_.!: ~ :~; -~ ::. . - '· ·· .. ~··;_\ .~~~;_~;:.:.~ ·. ?·· ~ :::·· .. ~ )·_. ~·· . ::::· ·, '.:: ,,:~ ... -·. >: < • ., 
obtain.ed pn the·:,s~~t1?fi,~':S1gn~fEP = 0.51o0%'afi~\f'q ~·0:5078% on syn_m). 
" • ~ '( ' ~'·1· . .; . ' . ; 
The highest' error rates were EP = 25.984% on s~,:..aiarid Eq = 2.2779% ori 
syn_mi ... 
When comparing the spectraI distances betw~n the original ,and estimated 
spectrums, the WRLS-VFF fared be.st for s~.:...in and syn_tili, but it was only 0.07% 
better than the FWRLS. ·-Fopsyn~aithe FWRLS obtained Enns= 2.66JO compared 
to the Enns = 8.1077 of th~. ~S-VFF (~.difference of 5. 44% ). 
. . ... ~·.· .... \. ·~<.. ~- t·~~ , , . ,, ·:~'"· i.<. _- • . ~ 
The estimated JD-spectrograms for the different methods, tested on syn_ mi, are 
shown in figures 5.2J, 5.24, 5.25, 5.26and 5.21~ The'pole tracks, estimated by 
each method tested on syn_ mi, are compared to the original pole tracks in figures 
5.28, 5.29, 5.JO, 5.J l and-5.J2. 
The estimated JD-spectrograms for the different methods, tested on syn_ ai, are 
shown in figures 5.JJ, 5.J5, 5.J7, 5.J9 and 5.41. The pole tracks, estimated by 
each method tested on syn_ai, are compared to .tile· origin~ pole tracks in figures 
5.J4, 5.J6, 5.J8, 5.40 and 5.42. ._ . , "' · ·~~ 
' .. ~ .-~ ~ .. ;~·~_(./·.!~' .. - ~---.. . . ':4,.! -~~~ -- , -" 
·.,,,'f· .. · -~ :.· : 
· .. · . ~, -"~ .... : . ,., .. :-.: ;~~: ... ;:t\,c·<:{jt/··t .::.r::v;;r+: :,······ 
The zero tracks, estiro~Jed by~e~ch,rrle~qq,d ;t'~st¢d' otj;syp.~fuj~ ~a,re:.e;ompared to the 
• 0 ,,;..·1 t. - t 1-:.::·····.---~·.,.'. ,""';·~ ..... ' • .. ,:·. -... ~~~-- .... :'---~---·,._;,_.;{:;.': ·";>·,-.. ·,:.:\ ~.~i\?·:-'-·,'-:1""~~ -t''.~:,,* ·r,: .. '. : • 
ongmi:U zero tr~".~~~·~n~·~p~~nd1~{;~·;~~~~R~g>:~~PP;,~1le1'S~~,5~e :~~e .. ~gectral distance 
error (Erms}graphs:for :bpth syq;: nu and .syn .:JU, aqalysed;\Vlth·aU five methods. 
~ . . -.;:tv - -· -. .-. •S','. " -. : ..__-:::-. ,,,.. . ·~ 
-~ . 
... 
·" !"~ :· ~. -
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Figure 5.27 Estimated 3D Spectrogram of the synthetic speech signal lm/-fil 
(syn_ mi) (FWRLS). 
The CWRLSAand ~s ntethods produce 3D spectrograms which ~e not as 
smooth asrthat of the ~S~ VFF. The estimated sp~ctrogram of the FWRL·s"' 
method IooJcs more Ii}c~ ,the ;qriginal spectrogram than the results obtained. by the ' 
other methods. The ~stimated pole-tracks (of all five' sequential method~) for 
•. - .. 1: .. ' 
syn_mi.,can be~seen.~~ the following few pages. , 
.~ ' I' .. ; ~ 
.- - ,< ~ ... 
1 '0.25 
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' Figure . S.28 . Pole tracks of th~ :~thetlc speech sigruli /ml-tif (syn~ mi) versus 'ihe estimated 
tracks (SEARMA). 
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Figure 5.29 Pole tracks of the synthetic speech signal /m/-/i/ (syn_mi) versus the estimated tracks 
(CWRLS). 
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Figure 5.32 Pole tracks,9f~~.synthetic speech signal /ml-Iii (syn_mi) versus the estimated tracks 
. (FWRLS) .. 
. , . (' .. J·;· '· .. ' -· .. 4 - • { 
The pole fracks,of the SE.ARMA method deviate drastically from the original 
•, j 'rt" • , ' ' 
tracks, espebially auring the Second part :of the signal. This is as a result of th'e 
' ' ,,.· ,. l ><. ' ' ' ' 
infinite meniory;iised by this algorithm. :'.' .'} · · 
;: .. ,. " l 
' -· .. •' . 
I ;1•"' ,/'• ,>· } - -· 
The CWRL~ afi:d .~S methods follow the pole !racks' after the transition, , 
{! ·, .. , '• •·. ,l; ' • 
better than the WRLS-\IFF, by inserting the excessive zero (in this part of the i 
:: ·-· ~ l ' ' 




!; I·>.;-.. · :·..-.. -~:··~~'- .~,> ·. ·:," ... : ,.. , .. .! ·;>;\ 
On the following pagesthe:gtaphs associated with tests on signalsyr(.ai are shown. 
Note .ffOIIJ:tqe,.pol~:tr~~k,gr~P.lt~shC>;vV;;· the: ~§;~et~cts ~the short._tr(!;nsiti()Q. zfi:Pm 
la/ to Iii. Immediately after this transition the:fWRLs follows the signal perfectly. 
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Figfue 5.34 Poie.:zero trackS of the ~µleti.c ~h 5,igruil la/4il (syh_:.ai) versus the estintatW 
trackS(SEARMA). . 
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Figure 5.35 Estimated 30 Spectrognim .of the synthetic speech signal la/../i/ {syn_ai) (CWRLS). 
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Figure 5.38 Pole-zero ttackS·ofthe·synthetic speech signal /al-Iii (syn_ai) verius the estimated 
tracks (MWRLS). 
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Figute 5:'3 9 : EStimated 3ff:Spearogi'afn 6f the;syilthetic ·Spee(:h: signal 1a1~til (syn .:)u) (WRLS'"' 
VFF). 
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Figure 5.40 Pole-zero tracks of the synthetic speech signal /a/-/i/ (syn_ai) versus the eStimated 
tracks,(WRL;S-VFF). 
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Figure 5.42 Pole-zero tracks of the synthetic speech signal /al-Iii (syn_ai) versus the estimated 
tracks (FWRLS). 
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5.3.2. Pitch pulse cancellation 
In many high pitched voices, like those of children or some women, the 
fiindamental freqµency (pitch pul~e fregl!~ncy ) 1of the .sp~ech is close to the . . . , .. 
fr,~quency,at_~hlch fhe,fi_rsffQnp~t occufs:. ln.tJ1ese c~es the.n9pnal LP~ m~thod 
ciu,mQ(det~rinine ihe frequency of the firsf forrilanf accurately, as shown by 
Miyanaga et al. [i I]. In order to overcome this problem it is necessary to eliminate 
the influence of the pitch pulses that occur in normal voiced speech. The WRLS-
VFF estimates the input signal to the vocal tract by using the available speech 
< signal. This foput signaLis then used in conjunction with the speech signal to 
compute the estimates for the speech parameters, thus cancelling the influence of 
the pitch input excitation. 
,,,,. . . '·' 
i ''; : ~. t ·~ I• ~, 
- •••• • - • ···' • ~- • ,-- •• - ~ ·: •• "'; ' - • • ,,_ .:. .;; ''. ~ ' •' - ' '.. • -- 7_ • " '. • • - ••• - ' ' ,, ·_ ~- .'. • • • ' 
This' was shown ur art experiment by vai"ymg the pitch pulse· frequency from IOOHz 
to 225Hz wifon;lh~ firsffofnifut lies at 250Hz. An AR-order of 6 was used for the 
LPC method ofMarple. The ARMA order w~ p=6 and q=2 (for.th~ pole~~d . 
zeros ·respe"Ctivdly} i'n· tliiSEARMA atid FWRLS.-inethodk ·.The iniluehce of'the · : 
fundamental frequency on·the·estimation dfthe fifst fonnaht is shoWt1infigt.fr'e 5.6. 
Fo (Hz> Fint fonnant MARPLE SEARMA FWRLS FWRLS frea.lHz) n=6 n=6..q=2 (ARln=6 <ARMA) 
100 2SO 249 247 2SO 250 
125 250 252 253 250 250 
150 250 263 260 250 250 
175 250 235 228 250 250 
200 250 223 231 250 250 
225 250 235 233 250 250 
Average . 12.2% 12.3% 0% 0% 
E1TOr 
Table 5.6 Cancelling the influence of pulse excitation. 
Clearly the FWRLS eliminates the influence of the pitch excitation effectively with 
the use of its input estima~ion algorithm. 
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5.4. ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS OF THE WRLS-VFF ALGORITHM 
5.4.1. Pitch Detection 
Hubing: [15] showed that the. YFF:from the wRLS-vFF ·~~be used as an aq_cur~te 
altematjveto fesiduaI-based .pitch··extraction. The interested r~der may consult.: · · ~ · 
the relevant 'article. . . . ' . . . . - . 
·. l 
, ·~·~:----:--.· 
5.4.2. Forma~t Tr~cking ... 
From ·experiments d9ne on -synthetic speechJds 'clear that the 'fwRLs is capable of 
following.boihfomta{!ts and anti-formants as well astheir-bandwidths·withgreater 
accuracy than mos(9ther sequential methods.. · ·· · · 
- . ,, . ' -•. - . . .... '> 
,, 
Two spectr~grams of real speec~'.flrst _analysed with the bto~kt~chnique, ofMarpte· 
and then·by usingthe FWRLs· ~e sliown in fi~res 5.43 and.5.44 respectively. · ·. 
' . ·~: .. ~ 
. : 
\:•' ;, '•. 
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e.1 '--~~~..__~~~.._~~--'.......,~~--''--~.:-..--''--~~--''--~~--'--~~__, 
e see 1e00 1508 - 20ee r 2508 308e 35ee 4008 
Freque~cy CHz) 
Figure 5.43 Estimated spectrogram for real speech signal (MARPLE technique). 
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Figure 5.44 Estimated spectrogram for real speech signal (FWRLS technique). 
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5.4.3. Noise Rejection 
All previous testing of the WRLS-VFF algorithm was done on noise-free signals. 
However, the addition of white noise to an AR process results in a degradation of 
the spectr~ e~timate~ [51] .. It is well known that the resolution of the AR spectral 
estimator::decrease~·.asthe slgnal'"to:..rioise ratio (SNR) decreases [50],[51]. Kay 
[51] explains that this happens because the power spectral density (PSD) of the 
signal contaminated with white noise, is already flat, hence any linear prediction 
filtering will not significantly whiten the PSD any further. One method to reduce 
the effect of the noise on the AR spectral estimates is to increase the model order. 
This is because the appropriate model for an AR process in white noise is an 
ARMA model, and an ARMA model can be approximated by a high order AR 
prp~ess [50]. A:QotAer method is to use an ARMA estimation algorithm directly. 
5.5. CONCLU$ION· 
Different sequential algorithins wete compared by using synthetic. speech signals. 
The proposed· method (FWRLS) achieved the best results iii: ·· · 
• The detection of pole and zero bandwidths and frequencies. 
• . J'he tracitjng;pf.pole and zero frequencies. 
Anotherexperimeqt showed that the input estimation algorithm eliminates the 
influence of pitch pulses on the parameter estimates, as anticipated. 
,. 
·' 
.. • 7.,.":,--,· ' - . ~- . 





ARMA cepstra are used as discriminating features in the recognition process 
(Chapter 7). In this chapter the formulas for converting the ARMA parameters tq 
ceps~fa are derived .. 
Although it was not part of the aim of this project, we derived the necessary 
fomiulae to <;,onyert an ·AA¥A.:filter to its Mel'."'scale representation. Jt is known. 
that Mel-scale p~ameters produce-better estimates results for vowel ·recognition· 
[6]. . . 
6.2. ANALYSIS METHODS 
6.2.1. WRlS-VFF 
We tested the WRLS;.. VFF on isolated word recognition by using the initiation 
routines as discussed in chapter 4. We initially used a modified form of the WRLS-
VFF, namely the FWRLS, which was discussed in chapter 5. In order to compare 
the FWRLS with a block algorithm it was necessary to store a parameter set at 
constant .inteI"Vals, corresponding to the block length used in the frame-based 
algorithrri.. By doing this, it sometimes happened that the parameters were stored 
just after the covariance matrix had been reset by the fractal dimension estimation 
algorithm. Tpe result was that these parameter sets were errQneous, because the 
.- L••. ). : I,• "• . • ·. • : • ,• '. • !_ • ~ ' , .~ '". ; • ; •• , • •.·• 0 ~ • • • /}~.- <~ ·.:· • ·:·,,. ; ~ <' '· 
FWRLS did nothave·enoughtimeto'cortverge to the correct patarrteter:values. 
We therefore decided not to use the fractal dimension estimator in this comparison 
or at least until· these. wn;mg parameter sets .could be eliminated. Although we refer 
to theFWRLS dµringtheJe~t:o(~this.chapter, the reaqer:.must remember that this is 
actually the FWRLS without the fractal dimension estimator. 
,,·. 
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6.2.2: Marple 
The block algorithm of Marple [ 18] was used as reference to test the effectiveness 
oftheFWRLs·:o-n isolated:word recognition. It is possible to fine-tune the 
algorithm by changing various parameters, i.e. the effective block length can vary, 
the AR ·order· cilh be change.d and blocks can overlap each other to. proVide a · ·· 
' . . 
smoother ·spectrograni ' 
Whellwe applied' the Marple algorithm fo speech, ·we used a Hanurung window 
widf a· 50% 'overla1>' between' frames of fongth l6ms or 3 2ms:~ These 'frame Iengihs 
thus produced a parameter vector every 8ms or 16ms. The AR order (and cepstra 
order) was selected as a constant 12 or 18 to compare it with the FWRLS 
algorithm. Cepstra coefficients were used as feature vectors in the recognition 
process: 
Stability of AR-systems 
One. of the implementation. problems associated with the Marple algorithm is that a 
stable· filter is not guaranteed; A method of testing the stability of the ,obtained AR 
filter had to be found. : The sta~ility ofa system is detemiined by the position-of the 
roots of the denominator polynomial (poles) on the·transfedunction. For art AR-
filter, tlie transfer function is: · ; .· . ' 
!•. 
=-----.-,~1-:·--.---2---·--.. --~~N 
a.0 +a1z .+a2z + ... +aNz 
1 
. . ~ - :_ . . ' : . 
where N=orderiofJpe AR sy~t~m,and 0o.a1 ... aN· are th~ co.efficients of th~, 
denominator polynomial AN ( z) . 
- .: .,~ • _~1. 
This systerri' i~ c~uSal i( and '.only if, the roots of A,v (z) 1ie. inside the urlit circle. 
We discuss tWo :differerii'tests for stability of an AR.2filter .. · ·· · 
Stability Test 1 : Growing 1mpulse Response · · 
This .method computes .the impulse response for the given AR filter over a fixed 
number of samples. If the impulse response grows bigger, over the whole length of 
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this interval, then-the system is unstable. Whether a given system is classified as 
stable or unstable is highly influenced by the length of this interval. A better way 
would be to test directly whether the poles of the system are inside the unit circle. 
. ~ -
\ 7 
Stability Test:2 : !Schi,ir-Cohn3 
· The Schur-Cohn test for stability [59], [33], [62], [35], computes the reflection 
coefficient~ ofa:polynoqli~ .. FQr a.polynoi:nial to b~ stable (all roots inside th~unit 
circle);.the'magniiu4~s'pf eaqh Q.(~he,reflection'coefficients must be less th~uruty. 
The reflection coefficients are obtained from the polynomial and its reciprocal by 
using a,recursive formula. The algorithm is described in more detail in Appendix B. 
;-,.' ' 
6.3. CEPSTRUM COEFFICIENTS 
Tradjtiqnally, par~eters. obtai~~:froµi linear prediction are transformed to a 
smoothed representat~on.before they are· ~ppliedJo .a ~peech recqgnitign technique. 
AR cepstrai coefficients, which retain .the smopthe~ spectral beh~viour oQhe .... 
speech signal, have been applied sµccess_fully to speaker identification and 
verification by Atal [34]. Juang and Rabiner [36] applied it successfully to isolated 
word recogt;lltion as well as single vowel recognition . Shikano [ 6] evaluated 
several LPC spectral. matching measures for phonetic unit recognition. He 
9.P~~luded t~at t~e cepst~m distance measure fare~. better than clean AR 
pafijiieiets when. tested ori phonetic unit· recognitibil. ' ' ' 
·~ .~., ,--~ ~\- : .. :-· '. - \-·,. / . f, ' -
The above mentioned cepstra coefficients are derived from the AR-LPC 
parameters. If ·!htf speech pr~ductfon process is considered as an ARMA process, 
these distance measures may npt give an accurate representation of the spectral 
distance of the analysed signals. In' ihe' next few.·sections an ARMA cepstral 
distance is derived. · 
6.3.1. Computation 
After the AR or ARMA parameters are obtained, the cepstra, coefficients are 
co~puted;f,These .are then used as feature vectors. for, speech recognition purposes. 
A recursion for transforming AR-LPC parameters to cepstra coefficients was 
derived by Atal [34]. C.J. van der Merwe [48] generalized this method to include 
ARMAtrans(erfunctions:.·Thedeductionis rep~ted.here·in more detail: .. :::j 
Let us defirie the transfer functi~n 'of an ··~ filter 'as: .. 
3This test can be traced back to Schiir (1917) and Cohn (1922). 
) 
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6.1 
Differentiate both the numerator and denominator with respect to z-1. The zero'th 
coefficient tsf~~ch·polynbmial disappears:', .. 
__!__B( -1) = Lq kb 1-k 
. . z. . z .~:71;'''.c •.. , . ' ' '.k", .. 
~.. . . k=I . 
6.2 
6.3 
' ....... (. 
Oppenh~iinand Sc~afer [?Sl de~.n~ the complex .. ~e.pstrum as the invers~ Z-
transform .of the cornplex"nafural logarithm "0f the z-transfonn of the data 
sequence. If the transfer function represents a stable filter (i.e. all poles inside the 
unit circle) then the complex cepstrum function is given by: 




Where ·c: are'fne· cepstrJni coefficients. In order to isolate the cepstrum 
coeffici~µtsiwe differentiate equa,tion 6.4 on both ·sides with respect to z-1. 
the zero'th ¢oefficient of the polynomial on the left hand side disappears: 
. , ... f nCnz1-n = ~;.{in[ n(z-1)]} .. 
. ' 
.. ~ ,·. :;. ~- -~ :: 
+_·· 
n=1 a 
= : 1 ~ln[~(z-~)]-ln~A.(z-1 )]} 
·'· B'(z~1) . A'(z-1(' • '·' . • 
= B(z-1) A(z-1) 
.. """A(z~1 )~'(~-1}-J3(z~~)A'(z-1 ) 
A(z-1 )B(z-1) 
:Enc~z:1t~:(A,(~r:1·)B(,:z~1'1 =·:A(z71)B'(~;-1 ~ '.,-.n(z~! )A '(z-1) 
it=l:i, .. •.,'· ·.' t· ·.;, '.' '.:\,;.,·· ... '. ·, '·, .. •(",-/;.:· ' -. ' ' ' 
Again 
Replace theJ~rms~J\(z-1) and B(z-1) with their definitions and use equations 6.3 and 
. .'~ ,_.. . ~: . , 
6.2. K,e~pib mirtchhat a/= 0 for i > p and bi= 0 for f> q: 
• • ~·, - • • • ' • ",. • > - f 
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oo p q , . . · ·.·P q q P 
LnCnLL·liibiz1-::'n-,(i+i) ~.LL(J-i)aibiz1-(i+i) + L}a0biz1-i - Lia;b0z1-i 6.5 
n=l i=O j=O · i=lJ=l j=l i=l 
Equate the·coefficients ·of equal powers of z-1 to obtain: 
. · . ab -ab z\ ... Ej = :o 1 ,.:1·? ,: 
,; . aobo :; 
·;·· 
z-1: ·c1[a0b1 +a1b0 ]+2C2a0b0 =2a0b2 +2a2b0 
etc. 
'' 
We: can ·salve these equations'for Cn to 'obtain: the recursive. fdrtnufafiort ·for the 
ARMA~depsti-a coeffiCi~rlis: ·· t · · · · · · · ·· · ' .• · · · · · . • ·-
~ t ."· •f ·, •.. 
n~l 6.6 
Fot an )\Rptd't~ess;With a0 =I and b0 =I, equation 6.6 reduces to: 
n-1 m . . 
c,,·=-an - L~cman-m"' ''• : n'~ I 'ii - 6.1 
·.:·· ::.; ' " .... m=i .. n :.:. . .. ·,. .· .,·. < .·.: .. -.. -
Tllis:i.s. ef!:a9tlythe ~Jitne:result as :~Jtat obtai11ed:-1:>y.:Juang anq Rabiner [36]. and also 
by Atal [34]. 
The zero'th cepstra coefficient is the natural logarithm of the gain of the filter. This 
can be seen from the following formulation for the filter transfer function: 
c(1+ ±bkz-k) 
H(z-1) = ;=1 
I+ Latz-k 
k=l 
where G is the gain of the filter. 
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The complex cepstrum is given by: 
i:~cnz-'.n =In[ H(z~1)] ·'. 
n=O . 
. ... '\'· 
q • . 
I+ Lbtz-k 
= ·tnFG]·'+ In ·· · ·,:'.t=1 · L ·"" p · .·, 
I+ :Latz-t 
k=I 
The z~ro'th 9epstrum coeflicient is.then: 
< • _,'.·: • • • • ' .' •• • • • ' ~~· 
C0 =ln[G] .... 
Shikano [ 6] showed that this cepstra coefficient, representing the power, is 
important in improving the ability of a recognition system to distinguish vowels 
from stops. " 
6.3.2. Order Se_lection. 
When cepstra coefli9ie11~.s;.were ob.tain~d fr9m AR pr ~- paraineters we · 
~electeQ.~.sJto~ened cep~~ra order.equal-to the sum of the AR.and.:lvfAparts.-.. This 
was .done be~3:u.se tests".OJJ' re~l sp~ec{l, amtlysed witl) tbe.Mar:pJe technique with 
AR.order ofl~, showed that there:wa.s.virtually.,noincreasein recognition rate 
when the cepstra order was selecte.d as ·18instead of 12. We can summarise by 
saying that, for an AR system .a v:alue for. the cepstra order equal to the AR order 
will be sufficient. For an ARMA system a cepsira order as-described above is 
sufficient. This can also be seen from the equations for the ARMA cepstra. 
6.3.3. Expe_riments 
Figure 6.45 shows the frequen~y response of an ARMA system (thick line) against 
the smoothed spectra (dash~ ~ine) from the shortened cepstra coefficients. The 




'' ~ ~ 
. . 
. ·l· 
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. -10 ""--"""--......,....... ......... --..,.... ... , ....,.,. .... ~:-· ....... ~..,._ _ __._ _ ___._ _ ___._ _ _.__ _ ....._ _ __. 
0 20 40 '60' 80 100 120 140 160 
Frequency (degrees) 
Figure 6.45 True spectrum versus the smoothed spectrum from the shortened 
cepstra for~ ARMA(7,4) model. 
6.4. MEL-SCALE REPRESENTATION 
The Mel-scale is a perceptµally based ft~qµency scaje. Equal ip.crements.on the 
mel-scale correspond to equat subjective increments in the frequency [6].' This 
frequency warping method, compresses 1the,lineat. frequency scale' at higher·· 
frequencies and expands it at lower frequencies as can be seen in table 6.7. 
-,,:· 
Linear Frequency Mel-scale frequency 
(mel) (Hz) . 
. 20· 0 
160 "' 250 
394 500 
670 750 









.~,'. ' . • • - , • • ' ~ • • II . , " : .. ,, : <" ·~ 0 ,..," .: ,,,,:.. 5 ... ';.:: .. ' 
Table 36~Tilefati0nship between Mel- and linear frequency axes',(48].' 
J.· ~-· .-1• . 
By warping the frequency axes of)he cepstra coefficients, Shikano [ 6] obtained a 
substantial improvement in vowel recognition. The recognition rates for 
consonants improved only slightly. Tests conducted by Van der Merwe [48] also 
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coefficients to their Mel-scale representation and then to cepstra. 
Motivatedby ~he)b<;>ve r~sults we d~riv~d the necessary formulae to represent an 
ARMA transf~f"functiofi bn ~warped frequency scale. The equations for the AR 
case canli~;found-in·-(48].- :These recursions are not part of the aim of this project, 
but, as it could .enhance rvbwel recognition, it was included. ' 
,·,:·.·,._: •"'-
. "· .· .\ ; ~ .~ . · .... ' ' 
6.4.1. Mel-Scale ARMA Parameters 
L l . \ 
The deduction for converting the ARMA transfer function of equation 2.4 will 
( 
follow .. · · · 
k=O 
. . . .. . .. ·__ '· A-I -I 
Firstly, apply the unit function z-1 = z -.. ~ by replacing z-1 with z-1 = z + ~ in 
.. J 1-az l+az 
the ARMA transfer function, where a is the warping constant. The new transfer 
function is: . , 
' -· . . .i . 
._, q . ' (. -I )k 
" -I :Lb(k) Z +~ 
H(z_1) = ~(z ) = k=o I+ az 
z La(k) z._. _+~ A( -1) p .• ( -I .· •)k 
k=o l+az . 
The new transfe~ function ih ra~i6nal forin as: ' · 
Q A 
Lb(k)z-k 
H(z-1) = k;o . , 6.8 
... /· L~f~)t~k1: , . ·'.. . , 
k=O ;·,.·. . . . · · 
Note the new ()rders o.f tJ1~ p<;>lyn~~,al~·- ()qce in this form, the coefficients of the 
transformed·:t~fulsfer)fj:inc!iOn: can be obtairied:interms of the original ARMA 
parameters byequatingtliecoefficients of equal powers ofz-t. We shall now 
rewrite the transfer function in the desired form by multiplying above and below the 
division line by a factor (I + az-1) q+ P: 
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±b(k)(z-1 +at(1+ az-1 r+~k' 
H(z-1) = k=o ; ·· ... . . . · · . 
fa(k)(z-1 +at(1+az-1 t+~k 
k=O . , .. 
Apply the binomial fotrilula[58Jto expand the products into summations of 
se,parate.terms. . . 
( ) n. ~(,j) .,,..:1 ; ;~+ y =.~ i x )'. "' 
,·, . ' 
and keep in mind that: 
(
';,)' · · n! · ( n :) 
i = i!(n-i)! = n~i . 
The pro~uct terms becqme: 
(z-;1 +at=±(~). a~-;z-i 
i=O I 
and 
. . .· ·;+~le: <'; . ··~ l ( .1 ~ ,_J)q+~k . ~·(q+ P ,rk)·.:..J -i "+ az· = £i'' · · · ··· · u z 
·. · i=O j 
The transfer function becomes: 
. . i, ~ .. .; .. ' : ' i' • 
·-:: . ' .· . 
· · W \,.l ·· o· ·· "'·"' · · o· 
, ' vX ':#. ·,' vJl':t:. ·. 
. . ~J(· ·. ') ~f k)·· k . . q~k(q+p-k) . ·} 
H( -1)_ B(;-1)·_ 6lb-f' ;tili a -•z-'. ~ i dz-' 
z - A(z-1) - p { · ~- (k) .... q+P,-k(q+p-k) . ·} 
·· ,·.-·,,, . .,:. ··~~·.-••(k)·"""'·'· :·::·•k-1 -'JI ,c~.•. ·.· ,,. » :.J -1.·• .. :;" 
· ·· · ' · ;L ·a · · £.,;i · · a ·· z · · L. ·· · · · u z · 
·; '•. ,;:.~ •· :· k=O . ': 1. i=O·. i. ·: '· i=O j 
Combine:the summations and use equation 6.8: 
6.9 
( 
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t,a(k~-· ~ t. pk)t.(:)a'-'z-' '%.'( q+ ~-k }tz-1} 
:-, - ' - - .· .. 6.10 
= f a(k)± q~k(~)(q+ ~-k)ak-i+Jz-(i+J) 
k=O r=O J=O } 
' Notice thaf1Q·=:q + p ·and P = q + p because i + j s. q + p. The new transfer 
function thus has an equal number of zeros (Q) and poles (P), which is the sum of 
that of the olp :transfer function. By comparing the .coeffi(!ients of equal powers in 
. < .• ' ··-~·.~:·· ~· ·.-· . . •.<·. !:~-·-·,.. . . ' •"'. '\-; ! ' - ·· .• l ' ' equ~ti<;m,s ~:-Q)mf6.14 wehaye: · · _ · . · . · .. , .. · · · . 
. • .,_._,, - ! •. - , 
b( i) = t. ,. ~5(7)(; x9: ~-;n}r•: •. . ' ~l' J 6:1 l -. : 
for k = 0 .. .<i+·p and With n i:i:.·q ifn > q. 
6.12 
for k='O .. :q+p andowithn=p ifn>.p .. 
·. .. \ 
Equations 6.11 ~d· 6.-12 give'the relationship between the ARMA parameters and 
the Mel:scale coefficients. The warpittg constant {a) has a value between ·:-1 and 
+I, put not zero. The transfer.function for the Mel~scale representation is given -by 
6}S. . ' 
N:§t!ce that computational requireme~ts·~an be reauced considerably by exploitjng 
th¢ siinilarity between the two equations. .. . .. .. '. .. 
6.4.2. · Mel-Scale AR Parameters 
The,fo~ulae to represent an AR transfer function on a warp~d ~equency~c;aI~':ciijl, .' -; . 
be obtained from 6.11 and ,6.12 as follows: · - · ·· · - · -: · : 
Set q:· '~ ~o and" ·: -· 
, ". {:. ·. 
n=O b('!)d~ ' ·. 1 2 :n.=.; ·-· .. , 
and 
a(n)= 0 
n = p + I, p + 2, ... 
then we have: 
6.13 
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6.14 
From 6.11 and 6.12 we see that the new AR and ARMA orders in the warped 
frequency axis are equal and have a value equal to the sum of the unwrapped AR 
and MA orders. This means that computation time, for computing the cepstra, is 
increased enormously. We therefore did not test the enhancement that a Mel-scale 
representation could bring about in the recognition results which are discussed 
later. The Mel-scale spectrum of a signal is shown in figure 6.46 where a is 












104 '------..,.-,__ ________ ....._ ________ .._~-----'----------'------,.--'---------_._--------_._--------~ 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
Frequency (degrees) 
Figure 6.46 Melscale spectrum for an ARMA( 4,2) model when a is increased 
from 0.2-0.8. 
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6.5. CONCbOSION ° 
In this chapter we derived the ARMA coefficients and the cepstra coefficients. We 
al$() ~eriyed tb~,relations~p betw~en ARMA param~t~r~ .and their Mel-scale 
represerttation; 'urifortunatelywe could'nottestth~ increase'irt vowel recognition 
rate due to an enormous increase in computational time for calculating the ARMA 
cepstra features. 
\ . 
. , ',f' 
<,.,~ . . '. ; ·, • 
'L '-
.. ~ : >; j ,. ;; ,,·.-. , . 
.,- ,-
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Isolated Word Recognition 
.. ' .. 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we· sliall compare an ARMA sequential technique with the popularly 
used block algorithm by Marple (18]. The comparison is done by testing both • 
algorithms on isolated word recognition. ARMA cepstra are used as discriminating 
features·in the recognition process·: . -
7.2. PREPROCESSING THE SPEECH. 
• Before extracting the parameters from a speech file, the speech was normalised 
so that the magnitude was bounded by-0.5 and 0.5. 
· • The speech W~ pre emphasized before extracting the parameters in order to 
suppress the fundamental frequency and to reduce the roll-off effect of the 
,glottal source in voiced speech. Thi~ ~sually h~lps wit;h extracting higher 
frequency forman~s offow amplitude .. rThelevel <>fpre~emph1;1sis can.be 
controH~d by a consiant a, wlµch determines the cut~off freq~ency of the 
single-zero· filter [ 49]. ·· Th~ difference equation is: 
- In this ~~uatio~yk is the o~tput of the pre-emphasis filter and sk the input 
_sp.~ech sigttal at_ time instant k. In the analysis o( speech :we used a pre-
-emphasis corisi8nt.of a = 0. 98. -, . - ' ' ' '.. -', . - •. . 
7.3. THE•TELAZ :DATABASE 
The telaz spe~ch database, from the University of Stell~~b6sch, was used i~ all the 
experiments conducted i11 this chapter, unless st~ted otherWise. This database 
contai~s seP¥ate words. sampled .at 8tdh specificatly for use il1_ te~ting is~latC!d _ 
• . i·, • - · .• ··i··' ' - ,·· ' . . .. 
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word recognition systems. Each database file consists of approximately forty one 
different words read ,out in random order by different speakers. A list of valid 
words·can be found in appendix F. Transcription files, describing where each word 
starts and ends, were also used for easier testing. 
·• 7.4. SPEECH RECOGNITION 
Hidden Markov models·(HMM's) were used to set up a model for each of the , 
available 41 words. The design ofHMM's is a subject in its oMi right.and will not 
be discussed any further. The.Interested readet'rnay cortsuit [37];·[38] or [39]. 
7.4.1. ·. HMM··Training 
. . 
- . 
The training data was obtained from 104 files read by 40. different speakers. This 
represents a total of' about 4000 words. 
Before training the Hidden Markov Models (HMM), the data ( cepstra features in 
this case) had to be normalised. This was done by normalising each dimension of 
the training set by tile standard deviation ofthe specific dimension. 
A simple, 10 state, left to right model (HMM) was used for each word. 
7.4.2 ... HMM Te$ting 
A total of24 files read by 1~ different speakers was used for testing the accuracy of 
the HN-fMis for each ofthe 41 words in the Telµ database. the test-speakers were 
different from thdse used iri training the HMM's: ' 
1.s. E!(PERil\nE:frrs AND RESUL_Ts. 
•,. 
r,l."" 
In order to -compare the frame based Marple-algorithm with the sequentiafFWRLS 
algorithm we did the following: · · · 
Exactly the same training and testing data were used for both algorithms. The 
Marple algorithm.was done for two frame'lengths namely 16ms and 32 ms with a 
50% overlapbetween-.frames. Theseresultswere comparedto.those<e>fthe · 
FWRLS when a' set of parameter values was stored every 8ms and l6ms 
respectively. The AR- and .cepsti"a orders in the Marple algorithm were kept 
constant on 12 and 18 poles respectively. In the FWRLS a constant AR order of 
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I2 and. MA order Qf·6 were used with a trunca.ted cepstra order .of I·8.· ·. 
Results ofthese tests are. shown in table 8.8, . 
MethOcl Frame length or AR MA Tnmcatecl . Train Speakers Test Speakers 
update time (ms) order order Censtra Order {%) {%) 
.Marnie. 16 . "-~. J2 ' 12 . 94.7 92.3 . ,. 
Marple 32 12 . 12 96.S 9S.1' 
Manile ; 16 •," •... · ·. 18 : .. 18 . 9S.9 93.8· . . : ; ... 
Marple 32 .. 18 . . 18 97.0. 95.9 . .. . 
FWRLS 4 12 6 18 9S.3. . 83.3 
FWRLS - •. ~1 8 12 6 18 94.4 83.l 
FWRLS 16 12 6 18 92.9 82.8 
Table s:s Results of isolated ~ord recognition tests. 
It would have been more sensible to compare. the AR block cte'chnique with a certain 
constant order, againstthe sequential algorithm with the sanieARorder and an:, 
MA order :of<zeto. We deCided against this for ptactical reasons associated With ·• 
the computational load ofthe FWRLS algorithm.; We can further argue that~ if the 
ARMA sequential.algorithm has difficulty'in obtaining the ·same recognition rate as 
that of the Marple algorithm, then the AR sequential algorithm will have a slightly 
lower rate, in which case the latter will be a time consuming, power exercise to 
show ':"hat we already know. 
From table 8.8 we draw the following conclusions: 
.. 
. ··~:' . 
• .. Both the parametet estimation teclm.iques (the block and.the.sequential) 
obtained high recognition rates for theJraining data .set, indicating that the 
po~sibility.is th~re ·for. good recognition n1tes on the testing data,. if the training 
. data is enough; .. 
·'C" < 
• In allthe te~ts. withthe Marple block tecbrlique the difference between the 
training and testing results is very small (I. I %-2.4%). This indicates that the 
novel data (training set). was sufficient for the Marple technique. 
• The same cannot be said about the difference between the training and testing 
results in the case of the FWRLS algorithm. The difference is as high as - I 0%, 
which.indicates that there is too little training data. We can only speculate on 
the reason for this. One explanation might be that more speakers are needed 
for higher variances of the normal distributions in the HMM's. The parameters' 
tracks obtained by the Marple algorithm are much more random than those of 
the FWRLS algorithm which will automatically result in wider normal 
distributions. 
• We see that when the model order of the block method was increased. the 
recognition rate went up. We postulate that this could be as a result of better 
estimation of zeros in the signal, because an MA process can be approximated 
by a high order AR process [50], [5I]. 
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• A longer window length for the block technique increases the results 
dramaticatly; · :Th~ .teason for the increase is that more accurate autocorrelation 
estimates cail'bt'obtained from the longer window. If the window is too long 
the recognition rate will drop again, because we assume the speech signal to be 
stationary in the analysis window. 
' ' ~ .. 
-• · A shorter intervaf between the updating of the parameters, in the case of the 
FWRLS method, increases the recognition rate. This is a direct result of more 
data being made available for training and testing during the recognition 
process. 
When comparing the two algorithms with each other we notice the following: 
The recbghiti<'.m rates for the training data of the FWRLS method is, at its best, 
0.6% better than that of the worst AR block method when using a window length 
·or 16ms. -'The FWRLS·method:did about 1.7%-worse·thanthe best.results obtained 
by the Marple technique when using the 32ms window. We hope to close this gan 
in future.research;byusing a larger setpftraiI}ing_data-for the FWRLS algorithm. 
This tnay also,-push-up:the recognition rate.for the test~data. -
Our current frame based LPC·technique (Marple's algoritbni) for analysing speech 
was .compared to 'the :proposed·sequential technique,(FWRLS·_without the fractal 
estirnator).:--,~hiswas.done by;applying both techniques to isolated word, -
recogt,lltion; ~AR/ AR.MA cepstra were.used .asJeatures for the_ HMM · 
trairting/~estiQg;; Yv e· can st.munarise.the results-by stating that, with the available-_ 
database, jt is 'i~possible to-,say- ,w,hich 'Pf the -two algorithms fared.better .. It :seems 
as if.the sequeptiah~chnique-only needs. more training data to obtain the same or 
better recognition rates than the block algorithm. 
' ' \ 




.·.r . '" . . 
8.1. SUMMARY 
- . . .... .' :!'•{ ... · .J· . ' • - . AJJ adaptive method. for the estimation of spe~c.h parameters was implemented. 
• AnRLS.-based aigorithm in a system identification situatfon was'used:' An 
. effective input estimation algorithm [14] laid the foundation for eliminating the 
effect of pitch pul~s on the estimated parameters. Although the sequential 
algorithm by Miyanaga et al [ 11] also alleviated the influence of the excitation 
source on the parameters, their method used two adaptive algorithms to achieve 
· this. the result was a much more computationally complex algorithm. 
• Non-s~atiooary.signals c~ be followed faster and with greater accuracy than 
with previously available techniques. This is achieved by employing a variable 
. -forgetting factor which will' automatically increase or reduce the. effective. . 
memoiy of the algorithm. The SEARMA method of Morikawa and Fujisaki [7] 
is applicableto stationarysignalsonly.··The conventional RLS method with a 
- constant (but smaller than unity) FF cari·be applied.to non-stationai;r:systems, 
but it can -introduce unnecessary misadjustment for stationary signals. 
• _A, tfactal,dimension estimator will find the non-linear jumps associated with 
voiced-to unvoiced transitions. This dramatically increases tracking in these 
areas. None of the sequential methods tested againstthe FWRLS were capable 
of follo~ng __ these r~pid vowei-conson~t transitions. . . . . 
II The Mel"."~cale rep~esentation of an ARMA transfer function.was. perived .. It 
.. ~as not-tested onjsolated word recognition due to the computation time 
·.required. for. calculating the ARMA cepstra. 
• ~ : .; •• ,i 
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When compared to the•currently popular block technique of Marple we found the 
following: 
• . I(seerris a5 if the' proposed _3:lgorithm rieeds a·latg~rt9atabase thAntha.t:~~guired 
. by 'the Mar}Jle atgbritlmt . Tiµs is concluded from the ~TO% differ~nc~ b'~tWeen 
testing 'and trairung results of the sequential algorithm aS opposed ttl'th~l.5% 
diftererice 6r the bIOcktriethod~ ·. · · · ,, · .. ··· · 
• :Thetrai~ng restilt~'ofthe sequeritiahtlgorltfmrcomp~edfavourably, ·even · · ;: · 
·when using th'e;foO:sffialfdatabase (&otil·o:6%:better t6 i. 7%worse). ·Thls 
creates ex:pecfatidns· of even better results when the training data is increased to 
narrow the 10% gap between· training and testing results. 
The FWRLS method can, without any modifications, be applied to accurate 
formant/anti-formant tracking as showed in chapter 5. Another immediate 
application is when it is used as an accurate alternative to residual-based pitch 
extraction [15]. 
8.2. FUTURE RESEARCH 
Pitch synchronous processing 
Hubing and Yoo [15] showed that parameter trajectories or the variable forgetting 
factor produced by the WRLS-VFF can be used to extract voicing, pitch and pitch 
pulse location information. By selecting the parameters at the point of 
convergence, just prior to the next pitch pulse, very accurate LPC estimates can be 
obtained which would result in even better recognition rates. 
Faster algorithms 
The obvious disadvantage of the WRLS-VFF algorithm is its high computational 
load. _The recursive least squares ladder algorithm (LSL) developed by Lee et al. 
[34] is a fast, robust algorithm with excellent convergence properties. The LSL 
algorithm was however developed for the RLS method with a constant forgetting 
factor. There is definitely scope for research on a LSL based algorithm using a 
variable forgetting factor. 
The computation of the update for the covariance matrix takes up the largest slice 
of the computational time. Gavrishchuk and Starkov [33] succeeded in establishing 
a series of new relations which allow one to reduce the number of operations in 
calculating the covariance matrix of the estimation errors. The proposed method of 
solution is based on the analytic properties of the Ricatti equation. 
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· Varying the model order 
' "'·'· \.;, ·, 
If we could vary the model order, f o be more representative of the true order of the 
process being estimated, more accurate estimates of the parameters would be 
obtained [7]. Changing the ARMA order will result in feature vectors of different 
lengths, which is difficult to realize in a HMM recognition system. However, by 
p~ingJqC?, c~p~,tr,~.f~P,re~~?,t~t.i,P~ of thr-ew.;arn.~t~f~~ ~~js PP,~,~t~~~ :to .o~,~V:J~~fMX~, 
vecfors"of the,.,.same len8th 'regardless 'oftlie origiital. ARMA order. The 'oruy .. · ... ··::> 
f&'il'~equence of using a cepstra order that is higher than the original ARMA order, 
is that in such a case the cepstra vector would be a more accurate representation of 
t~e-,e~til',l;l~~~g;~pe~,trµm!,.; ,,, . · · ·. , ". :. . ; , 
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Appendix A. 
Flowchart 1 A Block diagianLof the EWRLS method is showed on the following 
page. 
·'.~ ~ . '· ' 
*Note that the b1ockdiagram ofthe.~S-VFF can be found in §3.4 of the text. 
l ·, ·;~·,: . ..:;,;·. 
-. '.J";lt-.. ('. :-:- .-/" 
' . \ . -. 
,; .. • -~. - .. i ' 
.. '•' ... 










for normalizing f~or 
;.. '·; \":: ~; < 






for voiced/unvoiced regions 
Compute filter gain 
Store fiiter-
parameters & gain 
.• End 
. ,' ' . ~· .. ·_i,._ 
'.Reset.filtered parameters 
·· · & Covariance matrix 
H. 
Appendix A. 
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Appendix B. 
The Schur-Gohn te.st [59] is used to test a polynomial AN(z) for stability: 
- .•; t·~·" ;:'~'>.'.· (;..1,7 '~;~.~,,~ -~··-~- ·.~-; .-':. . . ~';_:i_, 
B.l 
~ - : 
k=O 
. where.N is the order of AN(z) and aN(O) = L 
The.retJ~ctiop. coeffi~i~n~s.{K1 , ~ ••• KN} are computed from AN(z).and its reverse ~ '' ·• ·, 7 ." (.' ,, < > • ' ,l<~ " J. ~ • 0 • •• r 
polynomial. The Schur-Cohn 'test states that the pol:Ynomial will be stable, if and only 
if, IKml '.<J for all m=l, 2, ... N. The recursive algorithm to compute~ for m=l, 2, 
... N~· fol)Pws: ··' 
t - ''! 
A(z) = A~(z) -
m 
= Lam(k)z-k 
· kfo . · 
B(z)=B,,.(z) 





; " ~ ,' .( I 
A(z) = Am-1 (z) 
A·(z)-K B (z) 
,'.:_, F:\ m_ r 1~:~ m 
- /., -
. ; 
with ak (0) = I 
' .. , ' • .. 1 • (· 
.. ...~ . ': · .. 
. ,..· .,., 
B.2 
'' 
... ~· : ·.:: . .. ~ .~ _.: \_._ 
' .I . • ~ ~ '' 
B.5 
- : '''I 
.;, .. ;;.. 
Note: The algorithm breaks down if one of the coefficients {~} becomes. exactly 
equal to ±I. Thus we assume that there are no zeros precisely on the unit circle. 
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i· 





Yk = - L Bk(;);k(i) C.3 
.i=I 
Where, pis the poles ofthe:ARsysteinArld1qthe zero"s-in the MA system:and: 
~ = [ak(I) ak(2) ··· ak(p) bk(I) bk(2) ··· bk(q)] . C.4 
Consider the following cost function: 
C;6·· • 
'·'' "• J 
To·:optlrili.ze·the· adaptive 'filter, we mirrimi:z:e E(8,i1•2)lbf differentiating With'{fespea to 
; •.. ~ ·;· . :~ ;~·:~.:: :·/' : ~~ . ~ .· ' 
8. Let Bk ( i) = a k ( i) + j Pk ( i) then we can substitute this relationship as well as 
equation C .. 2 into the cost function and differentiate with respect to 8: · 
i = l...p+q C.7 
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:.; 





Set ~E = 0, then we obtain the result: 
i = 1...p+q C.11 
.,,,. ., 
. •-' 
We i~terpret eqmlti9n C.11 ·as stating that,/or the adaptive filter to achieve its 
minilnzifn:1e'iisfsqtituJs condition, each time series represented by the elements of the 
input/vector (Jk, must be orthogonal to the estimation e"or ek (see Haykin [S6]). By 
making small ch~ges tQ equation C.11, it can be used as~ basis for deducing all the 
lfast siluares'niethodf ;'.:'_ : '' ,• •.; . 
' 
'.n· . 
. . ;_ 3 ·. ,, ~ 
":: ' .~.,: , j '. -
'1 .>r.-<:• 
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Appendix D. 
•• -~ ' -· <. 
WRLS-VFF equations 
additions· 
K - Jt_,(Jk 
k - ( H ) A + tPt ~-I tPt 
A k = 1 - ai{ 1- (J~K k )2 / E0 ( B) 
If At < A0 (Pulse input) 
u; =0 
t -;., 
·uf = Yt - <Ptut-1 
If A k ~ A0 (White noise input) 
uf =0 
"" (• H" "*) (}t = Bt-1 +Kt Yt - tPt Bt-1 -u/ 
~ = X'[Jt_, -Ktt/J:~-1] 
, ....... .:, 
1"'-~·- i : ' -~. ,. : . ·[ 
.. .:11. f,; .. ,-•. , :f;_ "~.! 




Number of multiplications & 
2(p+q) + 1 
2(p+ q)2 +3(p+ q) + 1 
2(p+q)+5 
2(p+q) + 1 
3(p+q)2 
( 
This bring us to a total of 5(p+q)2+9(p+ q) +8 multiplications and additions per 
sample. 
.) 
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This appen4i~'contains graphs of zero tracks· and graphs of the spectral distance 
.. . ·•. - t~ :·:~ 
error fo:rih~ syi:ithetic signals syn_mi and syn_ai. _The data in the plots wette 
obtain~Ci in ih~.tests on these two signals in chapie~ ~.· · · ' . 
;.''· 
' ;.:1 .;,1'3,.i" • { > 
~. ·: . '1· . 
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Figure E.4 Zero tracks of the synthetic speech signal /ml-Iii (syn_mi) versus the estimated tracks 
(WRLS-VFF). 
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Figure E.6 Enns versus tii;ne of the synthetic speech signal /m/-/iJ (syn_mi) (CMµ.S). 
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Figure E.7 Enns versiis time o~~~·S}'.'lPtetic sjjeech sigruil /m/-/i/ (syn_rni) (MWRLS). 
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Figure E.,s Enns versus time of the synthetic speech signal /m/-/i/ (syn_rni) (WRLS-VFF). 
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·· .. 
Mapping between the s-plane and 'the z-plane [53]. 




= eTa ej(al1'+2nk) 
Where the bandwidth=Tu and frequency=~+21* and T = l is the sampling period. 
. f 
k=O ... oo. 






= e -( 2 ll60 )T03ooe it 2 ir390rofs5o) 
=. 993 Oe10·2450 
1 :· 
i ; . . :' ,,t;.\ ·•; 
Figure G.62 and'G:63 ... sliows the s-plane and z-plane represehtations respectively. 
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